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Cannabis News Focus

Cannabis Businesses Offering
Aid in COVID-19 Fight
The world has been in much dismay for the past few months
because of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Everyone has
been forced to uproot their daily lives and accept a “new”
normal. As a result, companies across the globe are stepping up in new ways to assist in the fight against COVID-19,
including the cannabis industry where companies up and
down the supply chain have been looking to provide relief
during these difficult times.
The world’s largest cannabis dispensary, Planet 13, recently partnered with the Clark County Social Services to
help with donating 2000 meals in the month of April (1).
These meals were given to vulnerable senior citizens and
disabled residents who are unable to go out due to stayat-home orders and their high-risk status. Using their onsite restaurant Trece, Planet 13 was able to make 100 meals
per day Monday through Friday for local seniors who use
the county’s program “Homemaker Home Health Aide,”
which assists in providing personal care services.
Aside from helping those most vulnerable, other cannabis companies are opening themselves to helping our
frontline and healthcare workers. Personal protective
equipment (PPE) has become one of the most important
staples and highly coveted items during the COVID-19
pandemic. California-based company the Glass House
Group donated 1000 PPE gowns to the Cottage Hospital
in Santa Barbara, California. The gowns are normally used
in their greenhouse cultivation facilities for pest control. In
addition, their dispensary arm of the business, Farmacy
Santa Barbara, created a food bank program to give back
to kids so that they can still obtain healthy lunches while
they are out of school.
Located in Niles, Illinois, PolyScience provides temperature control and support equipment for cannabis extraction and other business areas. They have been deemed
an essential business and have battled the pandemic to
aid in whatever way they can. According to the company,
if chillers in their temperature-controlled baths don’t work,
it could prevent a critical test from being performed. Recently PolyScience was featured on CBS News and announced that on top of providing their normal equipment,
they also distributed much-needed ventilators to hard hit
areas such as Louisiana and Washington (2).
Unfortunately, many items everyone needs to try to stay
healthy have become high in demand and short in supply.
Various cannabis businesses and alcoholic distilleries have
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News
taken it upon themselves to use ingredients from their inventory to make hand sanitizer, which has been difficult for
others to come by because most of the materials were being produced in China. One such company is Moxie, which
began producing hand sanitizer for hospitals and community members. Customers will be able to obtain sanitizer
once they get packaging. So far, Moxie has been able to
yield 300 gallons (1).
Another travesty of this pandemic has been the damage COVID-19 has inflicted on the general workforce.
Many people are unemployed or working reduced hours,
which makes it difficult to afford living expenses. Bluebird Botanicals already had an assistance program that offered discounts to veterans, civil servants, students, teachers, individuals with long-term disabilities, and low-income
families. Since everyone’s lives have been turned upsidedown, the company has broadened their program to people who are experiencing financial hardships.
In April, the CBD community lost an icon: Charlotte Figi,
a young girl who suffered from Dravet Syndrome. She
used CBD oil to treat the seizures she was experiencing
and inspired a medical cannabis strain to be named after
her (3). The company Charlotte’s Web has kept her memory alive through these unpredictable times. During the
pandemic, Joel Stanley, co-founder and chairman of the
board, as well as Deanie Elsner the company’s CEO announced together that they do not want financial burdens
to stand between getting access to their products. To
make sure no one is losing access to help aid their medical
conditions, Charlotte’s Web is donating $1 million of products to struggling families so that they do not have to suffer due to financial strains (4).
This is an excerpt of a longer article, to read the full piece
please visit: https://www.cannabissciencetech.com/news/
cannabis-businesses-offering-aid-covid-19-fight.
—Madeline Colli

References
1) https://www.benzinga.com/markets/
cannabis/20/04/15778925/cannabis-do-gooders-thesecompanies-are-lending-a-helping-hand-against-covid-19.
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VN_tp_gZq0.
3) https://www.forbes.com/sites/katieshapiro/2020/04/10/
the-cannabis-industry-pays-tribute-to-charlotte-figia-hero-of-the-cbd-movement/#6c21b2163829.
4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jm_
Uuc9lUxM#action=share.
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Cannabis Analysis

Significant Figures and Margin of Error—
Or Why the Fourth Decimal Place in Your
Potency Reading is Probably Meaningless
The concept of significant figures tells us, given the amount of error in a measurement, which
numbers in a reading are meaningful and which are not. This is vitally important when determining
whether low level values are real, for comparing readings over time, and for comparing results across
laboratories and instruments. In a recent trend, cannabis laboratory customers are demanding more
decimal places in the readings they are paying for, and third party laboratories have unfortunately
obliged. I will show why those extra decimal places may be meaningless, and how to use significant
figures to discern the true meaning of your cannabis analysis measurements.

I

n the first installment of this column (1), I stated that two of its
purposes are to introduce the basic concepts of cannabis analysis to
people new to the field, and to discuss current issues in the cannabis
analysis universe. Since that time, I
have done not enough of the former, and perhaps too much of the
latter. But this is because there have
been a lot of things to discuss given the state of cannabis analysis,
the constant change in regulations,
and the newness of the field. It is
now time to rectify things and discuss one of the most basic topics
in chemistry: significant figures, or
significant digits as some call it. It
was my intention to cover this topic earlier, but of course other issues
got in the way.
What has prompted this column
is two observations. I work for a
company that makes cannabis and
hemp analyzers (2). Recently I have
had customers asking me for more
“data points” in the readings our instruments make. Additionally, I have
seen potency readings on certificates of analysis (COAs) from third
party cannabis analysis laboratories
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suddenly go from having two decimal places to having four decimal
places. This is concerning because
cannabis businesses are coming to
conclusions and making business
decisions based on those decimal
places, when it turns out that those
extra decimal places are probably
meaningless and flawed business
decisions may be made as a result.
Hence the need for this column on
significant figures.

Introduction to
Significant Figures
My first brush with significant figures was in a Chemistry 101 course
my freshman year of college. I am
old enough that handheld calculators were a novelty when I took
that course, and I had a trusty Texas Instruments TI-30 calculator, for
which I paid the princely sum of $30.
It reported numbers to nine decimal
places and by golly I just knew that
had to be correct. Thus, I recorded
my answers to my assignment with
that many digits in it. That assignment came back from my professor with red ink all over it and a very
poor grade. My mistake had been

www.CannabisScienceTech.com

to ignore significant figures.
At its base, significant figures
take into account that scientific
measurements have error associated with them. We talked about accuracy, precision, systematic error,
and random error in a previous column (3). Briefly, precision is a measure of reproducibility, accuracy is
a measure of how far away you are
from the true value, and random error is error from a combination of
sources whose sign and value vary
randomly. When a reading has a
known margin of error, the value is
reported as a number with a ± next
to it. For example, when a pollster
reports the percentage of people
that support candidate X for president, they will report it for example as 43 ±3%. This means that 43%
of the people polled support candidate X, and the error is ±3%. What
the margin of error, or “error bar” as
some of us scientists call it, means
is that the true value of the reading, the true number of people who
support candidate X, is somewhere
between 40% and 46%. For example, sometimes accuracies are quoted at a “95% confidence limit.” This
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Figure 1: A plot of two quantities versus each other, the vertical
blue lines are the error bars in each data point.

means that we are 95% confident that the true value
falls within the error bar for that measurement. Thus, a
total tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) reading of 0.5% with a
95% confidence level of ±0.05% means we are 95% confident that the true value lies between 0.45% and 0.55%.
The use of error bars is illustrated in Figure 1.
The figure is a plot of two quantities versus each other, the blue vertical lines represent the error bars in
each individual measurement. The dotted line denotes
the fact that the error bars for X = 5 and X = 10 overlap.
This is important because it means the true value for
either measurement falls in a common range, and that
the two measurements are not statistically different
from each other. For example, if two hemp samples are
measured with total THC values of 0.3 ± 0.1 wt.% and
0.35 ± 0.1 wt.%, the two readings would not be significantly different from each other since their error bars
overlap. In this case the true value for both readings
falls between the lowest and highest values for the two
error bars, which means the true value falls between
0.2% and 0.45%, making it difficult to tell whether this
sample is above or below the 0.3% total THC federal
limit for hemp (4).
In addition to when comparing values to each other,
margin of error and significant figures come into play
when reporting values. Let’s say for the sake of argument that a COA for a hemp biomass sample states that
the weight percent total THC measurement is 0.3142
±0.05%. The third and fourth decimal places in these
readings correspond to values of 0.004 and 0.0002.
Note that these two values are less than the margin of
error! The third and fourth decimal places here are said
to be insignificant and should not be reported. This is
the mistake I made in my freshman chemistry assignment. The purpose of the margin of error is to tell us
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how much confidence we have in our measurements. In
this case where the third and fourth decimal place values are less than the margin of error, we have no confidence in these values and hence they are meaningless.
Here the reading should be reported as 0.31 ±0.05%.
As another example, I have sitting on my desk a COA
for a hemp biomass sample from a reputable, state-licensed, International Organization for Standardization
(ISO)-certified third party cannabis testing laboratory.
Column 1 reports the weight percent of cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) in a hemp biomass sample as 14.5828
and column 2 reports the margin of error as ±0.05%.
What’s wrong with this picture? As above, the error is
in the second decimal place, the third and fourth decimal places are meaningless, and the value should be
reported as 14.58 ±0.05%. The COA, by printing the
margin of error in column 2, proves that the number of
decimal places printed in column 1 is incorrect. Come
on people, we can do better than this! Any laboratory director who has taken a freshman chemistry course
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should know about significant figures so there are no excuses here.
Just because your customers ask
for more decimal places does not
mean you have to report them, particularly because the extra decimal
places are insignificant and useless
for making business decisions.

A Practical Implication
of Significant Figures
Growing hemp in the US was legalized with the passage of the 2018
Farm Bill (5). The bill states, in its current interpretation as promulgated
by the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) in its Interim Final Rule issued on October 29, 2019
(4), that legal hemp may not contain
more than 0.3% by dry weight total
THC. After the Farm Bill was passed
there was great confusion about how
to enforce that number. Some states
read it literally and any value above
0.3000 was considered illegal. Other states took significant figures and
margin of error into account and said
that hemp up to 0.4% total THC was
OK. This inconsistent enforcement
is part of the hemp testing insanity
I have written about in previous columns (6,7).
Here is the crux of the matter. If
a hemp sample tests at 0.31% total THC, but the error is ±0.05%, this
means that the true value of the reading is anywhere from 0.26% to 0.36%,
straddling the 0.3% legal limit. Is this
hemp crop legal or illegal? Is it fair to
destroy a hemp farmer’s livelihood
based on judgement of the accuracy in the hundredths decimal place?
Fortunately, the USDA’s Interim
Final Rule has finally given us some
guidance on this (4). The rule defines
an “acceptable hemp THC level”
which takes into account significant
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figures and margin of error. According to the rule (4), to calculate the acceptable hemp THC level as measured on a given instrument, take
0.3 wt.% total THC and add the margin of error to it. Thus, if the total
THC margin of error on an instrument
is ±0.05%, the acceptable hemp THC
level as measured on that instrument is 0.35%. This means that any
hemp sample reading from this instrument at or below 0.35% is legal,
whereas any reading over this reading is illegal.
One of my complaints as to how
the rule is written is that it rewards
inaccurate readings. The rule did not
establish any minimum acceptable
margin of error. Thus, if faced with
the choice of using an instrument
with an accuracy of ±0.1% total THC
versus ±0.05% total THC, one might
be tempted to use the former because it gives a higher probability
of passing your sample, particularly
if it is a little hot.

Conclusions
I discussed the trend of cannabis
laboratories reporting measured
values to more and more decimal
places. Significant figures determine how to report measured values taking into account the margin of error. We discussed how to
properly compare and report values with the correct number of significant figures. This is important
because cannabis businesses and
regulators need the best quality
data possible to make business and
law enforcement decisions.
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Tech Innovations

This first “Tech Innovations” column examines the development of various extraction
technologies. Extracting from botanicals is an age-old process that dates back hundreds of
years, including in processing for cannabis. But now there is more interest in what extractions
can do, how they can be accomplished, and what new processes or equipment can be brought
to bear. This column focuses on defining extractions, looks at new technologies, including goals
and objectives, what can be done with artificial intelligence, and more. We also take a look at
other extraction products, techniques, and developments as discussed with various extraction
experts who are working both in laboratories and with extraction equipment manufacturers
throughout the country.

David Hodes

E

xtraction technology is one
of the quickest evolving
manufacturing
processes
of the cannabis industry, which is
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ironically one of the oldest processes for cannabis.
Hundreds of years ago in places like Morocco, the black finger
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hash concentrate was simply the
resin from the trichomes of cannabis plants collected during handprocessing cannabis plants. The
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New Extraction Technologies Lining
Up to Be Game-Changers
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processor would roll the sticky substance between their fingers and
present it as a product for sale.
What has reinvigorated extraction technology in the early part of
this century was the demand from
consumers to make a product with a
stronger tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)
percentage content.
The demand for newer, stronger cannabis products began around
2012, when recreational cannabis was
legalized in Washington, and recreational consumers began looking for
the strongest high they could find.
That trend continues, but a growing
number of consumers are interested in the cannabinoid profiles of the
product, looking for a certain balanced ratio of cannabidiol (CBD) to
THC in their product.

Most flower being sold when cannabis was legalized for recreational consumption was in the range of
15% to 23% THC, while the earliest
cannabis extracts that were coming
mostly from black market laboratories at that time were typically in the
60–80% THC range.
Better extraction technology has
moved into the limelight now, out of
the makeshift basement and kitchen laboratories and into legitimate
ones, addressing a different consumer demand—more specific cannabinoids and terpenes, produced
exactly the same every time, using
developing methods sometimes
coming from chemists and engineers bringing their work to the
cannabis industry from other botanical extraction companies.

15

In Tables I–IV presented here,
we showcase some of the new extraction products that have been
brought to market since 2019. Cannabis Science and Technology sent
out a survey in early 2020 asking
vendors to supply them with any extraction products launched within
the last year. This article presents
those products broadly in Tables I–
IV. Because information for this article is obtained sporadically over
the course of many months, it is
very possible that some information has been missed. The reader is
encouraged to check with specific
vendors for additional products as
well as more-detailed information
regarding what is covered here.
Today, concentrates made by
oils gathered from new extraction

C A N N A B I N O I D P U R I F I C AT I O N A N D S C A L E - U P
From the process development stage right up to industrial scaling, we provide GMP equipment and services
for purification. Modular and customizable, they can integrate seamlessly into three key processes:
THC remediation, CBD isolation and rare cannabinoid isolation.

High-purity production
Up to 99% of CBD or rare cannabinoid purity.

Scalability and yield
Produce anything from just a few grams to
hundreds of kilos. The same process method
remains rigorously applied at any production scale.

Competitive production costs
Reliability and robustness minimize maintenance
costs. Our solvent recycling solution reduces
operating costs when scaling up production.

Learn more at novasep.com and hipersep.pilot@novasep.com
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Table I: Alcohol extraction equipment

Aptia Engineering

Arometrix

Colorado
Extraction
Systems, LLC

Root Sciences

Product Name

Membrane NanoFiltration Skid

Aptia Engineering’s custom membrane filtration systems have been used for clients who
seek to perform in-line winterization or partial desolvating. Custom systems can be
developed for a variety of solvents allowing versatile extraction techniques that may
reduce energy costs when implemented effectively. Membrane dewaxing allows for
rapid dewaxing at room temperature. The process is energy efficient, cost effective,
and rapid.

SSR | Solvent
Recovery System

The SSR is a robust solvent recovery system that is easy to implement, operate, and
maintain. Unlike other falling or rising film evaporation systems, Aptia’s SSR utilizes an
unfinnicky, two-stage falling film evaporator design with a precisely engineered liquid
lamination system that limits exposure of product to elevated temperatures as it travels
through the heat exchanger, preserving the quality of product, and reducing equipment
fouling. The SSR can be run at vacuum or atmospheric pressure.

WFD-H | Horizontal
Wiped Film
Evaporator

The WFD-H Horizontal Wiped Film is an innovative processing platform that utilizes thin
film evaporation technology to facilitate continuous post-processing. The system was
designed to support clients running continuous extraction operations by preventing
production from bottlenecking around processing steps that are traditionally performed
in batches. The custom-engineered thin film evaporator has a large heated surface area
of approximately 0.5 m2. The WFD-H’s touch screen controls are easy to operate and the
high quality domestic components ensure reliability.

Fraction Finder for
Ethanol Extraction

The Fraction Finder for Ethanol Extraction provides operators with real-time molecular
analysis that they can use to track chlorophyll and cannabinoid levels. This visual and
instantaneous graphing of key molecules allows users to see when cannabinoids have
been fully absorbed, and therefore, determine when the extraction process is over
and avoid wasted time. Now, you can forget the traditional ways of relying on manual,
subjective, and indirect methods to monitor molecules.

MaxXtract

The MaxXtract System is a patent-pending, automated, closed-loop, chilled alcohol
extraction system, designed for maximum extraction of plant essentials with the least
amount of plant damage. MaxXtract utilizes multi-tank design with centrifuge technology
to drive 99% solvent recovery while maintaining a low solvent to plant matter ratio with
a high extraction efficiency. Dwell time and temperature are controlled to create high
purity tincture, and ultimately oil, with select plant essential properties.

CryoEXS

CryoEXS is the first all-in-one cold ethanol extraction system by Root Sciences that
provides the following processes in one package: solvent chilling, ethanol extraction,
ethanol recovery, post-extraction ethanol removal from biomass, and decarboxylation
or devolatilization. Three models are now available to process between 400 to 4000 lbs
throughput per 8-h shift. Manufactured in Germany by DEVEX GmbH. DEVEX has been
at the forefront of botanical extraction for over two decades.
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Uses

The custom membrane filtration systems
are most useful for performing room - Alcohol
temperature winterization. Membrane extraction
filtration systems can also be used for - Other
primary solvent recovery.
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Software

Membrane
Nano-filtration
Skid

The SSR is used anywhere solvent
recovery is required. Applications
include post-extraction in conjunction
with alcohol or liquid solvent-based
extraction,
post-winterization
and - Alcohol
filtration, or post-crystallization. The extraction
system comes in three standard - Other
recovery rates for ethanol: 100, 200
and 300 LPH, but can be scaled or
configured for most commonly used
solvents.
The WFD-H is most commonly used for
removing solvent, terpenes, or other
volatile compounds from extract. It - Alcohol
can continuously perform “first pass” extraction
terpene distillation at a higher rate - Other
than most vertical wiped film distillation
systems.

Alcohol
extraction

- cGMP compliant
- May be used with
other equipment
- Compatible
with other
manufacturers’
equipment

The MaxXtract was over a year in development and
was based on the TripleXtract (TX20). We wanted
to create a much higher throughput with ethanol
recovery and increased extraction efficiency.
Basically, taking lessons learned and blending them
with modern technology to create a program and
process that is capable of high speed, high quality,
and high recovery.

Processing facilities looking for oils
that are free of waxes, lipids, and
chlorophyll, while still achieving a high
extraction efficiency for cannabinoids
and terpenes.

Alcohol
extraction

May be used with
other equipment

Brand new

Hemp and cannabis markets

Alcohol
extraction

cGMP compliant
BAGOTAJ - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

This is a new version of our “Fraction Finder for ShortPath Distillation.” This new product features a new Ethanol extraction;
sensor, sight glass, and user manual, all of which are centrifuge extraction
specific to extraction.
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Table II: Butane extraction equipment

ExtractionTek
Solutions

Hielscher
Ultrasonics GmbH

Product Name

Special Benefits/Text Description

Updated Version

The MeP XT70

The MeP-XT70 is a peer-reviewed 70 L
hydrocarbon extraction machine. Able to
process 300 lbs of source material in an
8 h shift, it’s redefining throughout per
square foot in the hydrocarbon extraction
space.

Engineered with purpose, the MeP-XT70 is
the final machine built inside our Modular
Extraction Platform. This platform has
allowed customers to begin with a 10 L unit,
move into a 30 L, and finally into the 70 L all
staying within the same engineer’s peerreview.

Ultrasonic
Extractor
UP400St

The ultrasonicator UP400St is a 400-watt
powerful ultrasonic extractor for the rapid
isolation of bioactive compounds from
plant materials, such as cannabinoids
(CBD, CBG, THC) from cannabis. The
same device can be used for cannabinoid
extraction and production of cannabis
nano-emulsions. In comparison with
alternative extraction methods, ultrasonic
extraction works with water only, ethanol,
water-ethanol mixes, and almost any other
solvent. Ultrasonic extraction releases up
to 100% of the bioactive compounds in a
rapid process.

As successor of the UP400S, the UP400St is
equipped with a colored touch-display for
precise process controlling, a built-in SDcard, automatic data protocolling, pluggable
temperature sensor, and sophisticated
software. The precise process control and
the automatic data recording on the SD-card
allow for reproducibility, continuously highquality, and process standardization.

technology—such as shatter, hash,
live resin, butane hash oil, budders,
diamonds, among others—mark a
growing percentage of products being offered, along with surging sales.
Industry research (1) in 2019 predicted that sales of concentrates would
be about $14 billion by 2026.
Newer extractions products, like
diamonds and sugars, are basically recrystallizations given catchy
names because of what they resembled. They are new to the cannabis
industry, but not in the world of organic chemistry.
“That recrystallization process is
something you learn in the first semester of organic chemistry lab,”
said Amber Wise, medical director
at Medicine Creek Analytics. Medicine Creek Analytics is a cannabis analysis laboratory near Seattle,
Washington. “Those are most easily achieved with hydrocarbon extractions, but can also be done with
CO2, just less efficiently. The diamonds and sugars are made with
solutions that are super-saturated
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with cannabinoids, meaning that
they are no longer stable solutions
for the long term. If you let it sit long
enough or cool it down slowly, pure
crystals will form over time.”
Extractions have typically been
done using three methods:
• alcohol or ethanol extraction,
either hot or cold, with cold
extraction generally preferred
because hot extraction tends
to strip away the terpenes and
cannabinoids requiring some
post production processing;
• hydrocarbon extraction, using
butane or propane to retain more
of the terpenes, but also more
dangerous because of the use
of these explosive materials;
• and CO2 or supercritical CO2
extraction, relatively new to
cannabis but already being
used in other industries such as
making tea or perfumes, and
requiring special temperature
and pressure control equipment
to extract plant material and
oils from the cannabis plant.
CO2 processing equipment is
generally the most expensive
(2), with some starting at around

www.CannabisScienceTech.com

$90,000, and able to process 10–
14 lbs in 24 h.
What is new in the cannabis industry is how chemical engineers who
are experienced in older extraction
processes with botanicals such as
olive oils and vanilla oil are applying their experience to the cannabis
industry, according to John MacKay,
an internationally recognized cannabis analysis expert with Synergistic Technologies Associates. “It’s a
bridge between botanicals and cannabis,” said MacKay.

What Is an Extraction, Exactly?
MacKay offered a clarification about
extractions. “When you make kief,
that is not extraction, it is separation,” said MacKay. “When you are
grinding or doing pressing, that is
not an extraction, that is a separation. When you have something that
is a liquid and you put it up against
a solid, and concentrating by that,
that is an extraction. When you are
playing with extraction, you are
playing with solubility.”
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The base model units are turnkey and capable of
extracting crude oil for distillate to make an array
of popular products. The company also carries the
Butane extraction
equipment needed to make boutique smokeable
hashes such as fresh frozen, snappy shatter,
diamonds, sauce, and more

The Hielscher UP400St is successfully used for the
extraction of cannabinoids and other bioactive
chemicals from plants. A big advantage of the
UP400St is that the same device can be used for
both the extraction of cannabinoids as well as
their subsequent formulation into nano-emulsions.

- Butane extraction
- Alcohol extraction
- Ice water extraction
- Other

MacKay said that the best meth- you want out of that product. “If you
od of extraction is to “start with the really want to save terpenes, ethaend in the beginning” (3). An oper- nol is not a great method,” she said.
ator doesn’t decide on CO2, butane, “It’s really great for extracting all
or ethanol as the process—he or she of the cannabinoids, and it’s high
starts out with what they are trying throughput, but it’s pretty difficult
to make. “People are actually going to isolate the terpenes from there.”
backwards, and that is the way you
She designed the terpene isolado science,” said MacKay. “Making tion process at another company,
a vape pen, a gummy, a chocolate, which used one of the fractions out
a distillate—it doesn’t matter what of the CO2 extractor and distilled
it is. You start off with what you are that fraction separately to isolate
trying to make, and you back up to the terpenes. They would clean up
how you get those ingredients, and the cannabinoid fractions first, then
you back up from there to figure combine the terpenes with everyout what type of extraction process thing at the very end.
“It’s really hard to give all-encomwill provide you with those ingredients for the products you are mak- passing statements about the exing. And from there, you back up all traction process, for instance namof the way to the chemovars so that ing the best extraction solvent.
you know which plant will provide There are so many variables that go
you with that opportunity, or how into different processes,” said Wise.
CO2 is the most tunable, she said,
you manipulate the plant to be able
in terms of being able to change the
to get the ingredients you want.”
Wise said the extraction you want pressure temperature profile, which
depends on not only what kind of is what dictates the profile you get
end products you are making, but out of the collection chamber. “But
also what sort of molecular profile if you are a giant facility and just
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want to extract a ton of CBD from
industrial hemp, for example, you
should go the route of ethanol.”
Wise said that groups of molecules can’t be highly purified using CO2 alone, but the operator can
get enriched fractions. “What that
means is you can’t separate out similar molecules like THC and CBD,
but you can get THCA rich fractions
with small amounts of THC in them,
for example,” said Wise.

The Extractor’s Focus Today
The focus recently for extractors has
been on terpenes. “There are so
many different kinds of extraction
processes, and what you collect out
the other end might have terpenes
in there or might not, depending on
what extraction process you are using,” said Wise. “You can isolate the
terpenes before you even extract
the cannabinoids.”
Why are extractors focusing more
on terpenes—the flavor and aroma
of the cannabis product? “We are
focusing on it more because consumers want more interesting terpene profiles because it really does
give you the different effect of the
different strains,” said Wise. “If you
are making concentrates and you
want to claim it’s Blue Dream, you
need to have some Blue Dream terpenes in there or otherwise it’s just
a bunch of THC in there and that
could come from any strain.”
The focus is actually more about
the entourage effect (4) explained
Wise. “I think it’s that people are
figuring out that the entourage effect is actually a scientific thing and
not just a bunch of a stoners pretending it is a placebo effect,” she
said. “If you just isolate THC you
don’t get very high, it doesn’t last
long and it’s not interesting. So we
need to be making formulations of
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Table III: CO2 extraction equipment

extraktLAB |
United Science

Green Mill
Supercritical

Vanguard
Scientific
Systems

Product Name

Special Benefits/Text Description

Updated Version

clearSTILL

The clearSTILL is a two-stage wiped film distillation
machine that performs two independent distillation
passes in a single contained cycle. Benefits of the
clearSTILL include double throughput support, a
4–6 L/1 h throughput capacity and labor efficiency.
The clearSTILL is fully programmable and GMP
compliant.

Learn more at: https://extraktlab.com/
wiped-film-evaporator/

E-180 Supercritical
CO2 Extractor

The E-180 is a new version of their
extraktLAB’s largest supercritical CO2 extractor,
supercritical CO2 extraction machines.
the E-180, is the fastest, most advanced and most
powerful CO2 extraction machine on the market The E-180 is different because it has
today. In just 48 ft 2, and in 60-min cycles, the new, large collectors, chilled collection,
pumping
capacity,
and
E-180 can process up to 844 lbs/day. The E-180 has double
automated extraction cycles, cyclonic separation, redesigned fluidics for less dead volume,
less pressure pulsation, and double
and independent vessel control.
throughput.

fracTron

The fracTron supports three independent, fractional
separations including independent mass flow and
temperature control. It supports throughput capacity
of 40 gal./h in a continuous process flow. The fracTron
has an inert carrier gas incorporated to accelerate
throughput while eliminating flammability concerns.

igwLAB

igwLAB is a specialized manufacturing execution and
quality tracking system (MES) built speciﬁcally for the
cannabis industry with its architecture built upon the
foundation of FDA CFR Title 21. The fracTron creates
an “as-built” record—capturing the data, processes,
and outcomes of the manufacturing process. This
is especially important in highly regulated markets
for cannabis (such as, food and beverage or
pharmaceuticals) where documentation and proof of
processes, events, and actions are required.

shuckNbuck

extraktLAB’s shuckNbuck is an indoor–outdoor,
high-speed bucking machine designed to efficiently
separate hemp flowers from stem fibers. The
Learn more at: https://extraktlab.com/
shuckNbuck has the capacity to process 1 acre
bucking-machine/
of plant harvest in 3 h with a single operator. The
biomass is deposited neatly into your container of
choice for storage or shipment.

Parallel Pro

Green Mill’s custom-engineered pumps sustain up to
1 kg/min of combined CO2 flow at the outlets (verified
with a mass flow meter) and deliver up to 7500 psi while
keeping pressure variance within +/-1 bar. Their fully
automated software maintains set conditions using
sensors and data feedback, that can control or change
them at any time. Save settings as a recipe for true
repeatability from cycle to cycle. Even depressurization
and cleaning is automated.

Midas XII

The Midas XII CO2 extractor has unparalleled
terpene preservation ability. It can extract and hold
terpenes from your biomass in a pre-oil extraction
and in a dedicated separator. The Midas prioritizes
the temperature of the super critical CO2 before the
pressure so your extractions are never over heated.
Midas XII has automation software that is unrivaled in
the industry. All in a package that is small enough to
wheel into a standard doorway. The Midas XII is the
ideal extractor for reliable, repeatable extractions that
produce the best CO2 oil for your products.
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Throughput and flow rate that are double
that of the SFE Pro™ —130 lbs/24 h.
Weekender Mode™ that can yield an
additional four labor-free extractions
every week. Terpene Collector™ software
and hardware option that extracts
and protects delicate compounds. 3D
printed heat exchanger that allows users
to heat CO2 directly, massively boosting
condition accuracy in the system.
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A fully programmable touchscreen interface enables automated GMP compliant
data collection process control with reporting. The clearSTILL is constructed
of equipment according to GMP requirements and certified stainless-steel
materials that support global market requirements. The final product created is a
high potency, clear golden distillate for use in any product category. Applications
include distillation of viscous fluids, continuous distillation, and multi-pass
distillation.
extraktLAB’s supercritical CO2 extraction equipment can run a variety of
extraction methods. The E-180 machine is scalable, UL/ASME/PED/EPR
certified, and designed to provide high yield in a short period of time while
satisfying GMP compliant traceability requirements. Applications include
extraction of botanicals, bulk extraction, and catch and release extraction large
scale SPE. Learn more at: https://extraktlab.com/supercritical-co2-extractors/
extraktLAB’s fracTron is a three-stage fractional solvent distillation system
designed for rapid and complete removal of volatiles from liquids. The
fracTron has WiFi enabled monitoring and programmable methods that
enable automated GMP process control and reporting. The fracTron is C1D2
Compliant, UL 698A listed, and utilizes GMP-certified stainless-steel materials
that support global market requirements. Suggested applications include
solvent recovery, fractional distillation, recycling systems, and fractionation.
Learn more at: https://extraktlab.com/falling-film-evaporator/

Software

CO2 extraction

- Available as separate product
- 21CFR11 compliant
- cGMP compliant
- May be used with other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment

CO2 extraction

- Available as separate product
- 21CFR11 compliant
- cGMP compliant
- May be used with other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment

- Available as separate product
- 21CFR11 compliant
- cGMP compliant
- May be used with other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment

CO2 extraction

igwLAB is a cloud-based software platform designed to track and document
the transformation of raw material to finished goods. It provides information to
help manufacturing decision makers understand how current conditions on the
plant floor can be optimized to improve production output. Working in real time,
it enables the control of multiple elements of the production process including
inputs, personnel, machines, and support services. Suggested applications
include quality management, manufacturing execution, mistake proofing,
laboratory information system, batch and master batch record system. Learn
more at: https://extraktlab.com/gmp-batch-record/

CO2 extraction

Reduce harvest processing time with a 5 s processing speed (1 acre/3 h), direct
storage container filling, and flexible poly-propylene brushes. extraktLAB’s
shuckNbuck lowers processing costs by concentrating biomass, which in turn
produces higher purity extracts. An added application benefit is that separated
stalks can be sold as fiber material. Suggested applications include removal of
flower from hemp stem, removal of any biomass from stalks, and decortication.

CO2 extraction

Featuring full automation, and the most power for its footprint in the market.
Designed for ease of use, consistent results, and repeatability. Software monitors
and controls the entire extraction process, including flow rate, pressures,
temperatures, and time. Touch panel interface means no knobs to turn or
switches to flip. For use with: full spectrum, crude, distillate, fractionated oil, craft
and boutique product lines, high precision extraction, cannabis and other dried
botanical extraction, R&D, laboratory equipment, terpene collection.

CO2 extraction

21CFR11 compliant

Used in the creation of the following products: refined CO2 oil, terpene infused
CO2 oil, terpene infused distillate for terpene creation and productization.
Pilot scale testing parameters for industrial processing CO2 facilities. Used by
processors both large and small scale for the creation of oils for their premium
brands.

CO2 extraction

cGMP compliant
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- Available as separate product
- 21CFR11 compliant
- cGMP compliant
- May be used with other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment
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Table IV: Multi-use or other types of extraction equipment
Company Name

Access Rosin

Product Name

Special Benefits/Text Description

Updated Version

The Rosin
Machine V3.2

Access Rosin presents an innovative
solventless solution as a problematic
fix to scalability for the mechanical
separation extraction process. Patentpending
design
with
innovative
technology makes The Rosin Machine a
completed system, and overall making
large volume throughput capability
acceptable at any scale. Labor efficiency
was a key focus point and to make sure
our equipment is better than a standard
rectangular-platted rosin press, which
processes a single bag per press versus
The Rosin Machine processing four large
(20” sq.) bag per press.

Their proprietary self-collecting feature saves
the worker time and the company money. Now
automated in their Human Machine Interface
model, HMI series, the user can repeat
programmed recipes with a touch of a button, and
assure the exact same heat and pressure is being
implemented consistently and accurately. A 100
ton rosin press equipped with Double-Acting
hydraulics for a longer life expectancy from your
equipment because double acting means fluid to
go up, fluid to go down versus the use of a spring to
retract the cylinder which long use wears down the
retract. Matched with a life-time warranty on the
framework, Access Rosin demonstrates honorable
quality product with revolutionary technology
to help our community build better and safer
extraction practices from trusted large companies.

VCO |
Desolvating
Vacuum
Reactor

The VCO is a 30 gal., heavy-duty,
stainless steel, vacuum rated reactor that
is designed to perform all common postextraction processes. Equipped with
dimpled heat transfer jacket providing
high thermal efficiency, 70 LPH solvent
condenser and large solvent collection
reservoir, along with a tank mounted,
VFD-modulated agitator driven by
C1D1 group D explosion proof motor—
the VCO is fully loaded. Its immense
versatility and compact footprint set the
VCO apart from other common reactors.

WFD-V36 |
Wiped Film
Distillation

The Aptia WFD-V36 is a vertical, wiped film
molecular distillation system that is used
for the purification of high boiling point
compounds. The touchscreen control
provides an intuitive and repeatable
interface while the domestic and European
components maximize uptime. The
system includes an integrated two-stage
feed skid which ensures consistent batchto-batch processing. These innovative
features paired with .36 m2 heat transfer
surface area and distillation rates of up to
15 kg/h set the WFD-V36 apart.

VERITY® CPC
Process

VERITY® CPC Process performs silicafree chromatography for process-scale
purification and extraction. This is the
solution when requesting larger capacity
CPC systems with a high return on
investment. It is easy-to-use and has broad
applicability from food and beverages to
pharmaceuticals. VERITY® CPC Process
owners benefit from Gilson’s unique network
of service engineers and application
specialists. They can access local support
to keep their investment running at peak
performance, with applications tailored
after their business strategy.

Gilson
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For years, mid-size manufacturers have used
Gilson’s lab and pilot scale CPC systems
for production. With VERITY® CPC Process,
Gilson becomes the sole provider of CPC
instrumentation and services from lab to process
scales. Their solution provides customizable rotor
capacity up to 5 L and new cell designs to annually
process tons of samples with higher resolution.
The accompanying skid operates at 3 L per
minute with 2% accuracy and 0.5% repeatability,
for optimized production time, costs, and quality.
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Learn more: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCKgpgqt3I2NiXzA1rqAggOA

- CO2 extraction
The VCO is suited for a range of processing steps, including - Butane extraction
desolvating, decarboxylating and degassing, winterizing, crystallizing, - Alcohol extraction
and blending specialty products.
- Ice water extraction
- Other

The new system has broad and expanding applicability with purification and
extraction of cannabis, food and beverage, cosmetics, and pharmaceutical
industries. Developed with safety and compliance in mind, the VERITY CPC
Process will be the solution of choice with higher manufacturer standards. Other
Its reinforced structure also makes it compatible with many eluents,
including n-heptane, acetonitrile, ethyl acetate, acetone, methanol, water,
methyl ethyl ketone, acetic acid, formic acid, ethanol, and more.
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- Available as separate product
- 21 CFR 11 compliant
- May be used with
other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment
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- CO2 extraction
- Butane extraction
Distillation of extract to create highly-purified cannabinoids, namely
- Alcohol extraction
“distillate.”
- Ice water extraction
- Other
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Table IV: (continued) Multi-use or other types of extraction equipment

HEMCO
Corporation

iaso

PRO Scientific Inc.

TruSteel

Product Name

Special Benefits/Text Description

UniMax Floor
Mounted
(Walk-In)
Fume Hoods

The UniMax series of hoods has been
expanded to include wide selection of
models that feature greater interior working
dimensions. Standard models range from 6 ft
to 24 ft wide, 4 ft to 8 ft deep, and 7 ft to 16 ft
high. Botanical extractions, tall apparatus or
distillation processes, roll-in reactors, or long
integrated instrumentation systems can be
easily accommodated in these hoods.

PhytoX

PhytoX is an innovative new extraction system
that uses the entire fresh cannabis plant to
preserve all volatile compounds through
a unique process. Our proprietary patent
pending technologies are designed to
optimize the extraction of phytocannabinoids
from active trichomes to maximize yields,
increase potency, and create higher
bioavailability by converting the entire plant
into nanoemulsions.

Cannabis
Homogenizing
Packages

PRO Scientific manufactures high-quality
homogenizing
products
for
sample
preparation within the cannabis industry.
These precision homogenizers help create
uniform homogeneous mixtures that are
necessary for determining and monitoring
potency and pesticide residue as well as
creating shelf-stable products.

EVO6 Wiped
Film

A special benefit that the EVO6 Wiped Film
offers are modular construction, allowing
you to start small and build a customizable
process. It also features full automation
all while having the smallest footprint
compared to other products
on the market.

concentrates that are beyond just
cannabinoids. There are a number
of other molecules that are also important in the entourage effect.”

Other Technologies
There are other, perhaps more exotic methods being investigated
now, such as ultrasound assisted
extraction (5), a more efficient extraction tool that enhances yield;
and a hybrid approach of using ultrasound assisted extraction with
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Updated Version

PhytoX is the only extraction technology
available that uses this pre-processing technique
to enhance the quality of your product. The
PhytoX liquid–liquid extraction system yields
phytocannabinoid-rich nanoemulsions without
the need for additional solvents, creating an
enhanced therapeutic benefit for the consumer
while simultaneously reducing production
costs.
Proprietary
distillation
prevents
phytocannabinoids from thermal degradation.

microwave-assisted extraction (6)
This also enhances the bio-availfor fast, efficient extractions that can ability of the extract. The next step
bring additive or synergistic effects. is a cold extraction process using
Another newer extraction tech- temperature generated during the
nology is hydrodynamic extraction, hydrodynamic process for pulling
as demonstrated by iaso (7) in 2018, out the active total cannabinoids
which is a process that converts the from the clear emulsion into the solcannabis plant material into a can- vent phase.
nabis nano-emulsion using hydro“The key is hybrids,” said MacKay.
dynamic force and ultra-sonification “Whether you have it go through
to break the cell walls of the plant a process where you break up the
material and release them into the trichome material with microwave,
aqueous phase.
such as in microwave-assisted
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UniMax Floor Mount Hoods are constructed of chemical resistant, nonconductive
modular panels featuring composite resin surface material. This modular design
allows for onsite assembly and the ability to disassemble at a later date, move, and
reassemble. Custom sizes and designs can also be designed and built to exact
specifications. https://www.cannabislabsolutions.com
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Botanical
extractions,
tall apparatus
and distillation
processes, rollin reactors, or
long integrated
instrumentation

PhytoX can perform extraction on wet or dry cannabis, making it the first technology
capable of producing concentrate from freshly harvested plants. Because of this, the
extracted cannabis can retain a full terpene and cannabinoid profile that is often lost when
converting dry flower to concentrate with conventional systems. PhytoX follows specific
harvesting protocols based on which active trichomes and color patterns of trichomes/
flowers will yield the best concentrate. The technology’s intelligent selection criteria ensures
consistent high-quality product. By freezing the plant material before it is converted into
nanoemulsions, the molecules that retain aroma in cannabis are left intact. The stronger
scent adds to the consumer’s overall sensory experience.

PRO Scientific Cannabis Homogenizer Packages are ideal for the extraction of cannabis
for the development of cannabis-infused products as well as for homogenizing samples
for testing and quality controls within the cannabis industry. PRO Homogenizers help Other
both small startup and established labs in making sure measures are taken to create highquality, homogeneous products that are safe.

extraction, or you break it open
with ultrasound. You can do it
through pulsed electric fields (8).
People are starting to understand
that if they merge these together, a separation and an extraction,
then they can utilize what is already
out there.”
Newer ideas being explored involve artificial intelligence (AI),
which helps bring more data analytics into the extraction process.
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Andy Joseph, president at Apeks
Supercritical, makers of CO 2 plant
oil extractions systems, is an industrial engineer with five extraction-related patents. Apeks Supercritical was founded in 2001, and
started building extraction equipment back in the early 2000s, focusing on botanical oils and flavors. “That got attention from the
cannabis industry in 2009,” said
Joseph.

www.CannabisScienceTech.com

- Available as separate
product
- 21CFR11 compliant
- cGMP compliant
- May be used with
other equipment
- Compatible with other
manufacturers’ equipment

“Automation to me is an expected,
it’s not an option,” he said. “The cannabis industry early on was the exact
opposite. It was a black market environment. The idea of automating
something to them was just another
way for the cops to get involved.”
Extraction processing without automation presented problems, such
as lack of consistency, and differences in outcomes from operator
to operator. But automation has its
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- CO2 extraction
- Butane
extraction
Decarboxylation, devolatilization, terpene stripping, sensitive compound distillation, - Alcohol
deodorization
extraction
- Ice water
extraction
- Other
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drawbacks as well. “Automation can
only take you so far,” Joseph says.
“It can automate the ‘process.’ But it
doesn’t let the operator see inside
the equipment.”
He explained how AI could work
in the extraction process: “The CO2
equipment operates at high pressures, 1000 to 5000 psi in a batchtype configuration. We are talking
botanical oils,” said Joseph. “So
we got a Mother Nature element
going. And Mother Nature is never the same.”
Operators program their automated control system to run an extraction at a certain parameter set.
“But the best operator with the most
consistent material he can find still
doesn’t know when the extraction
is maximized, when to shift the parameters of the extraction to get the
target cannabinoids or molecules
that he or she is looking for,” said
Joseph. “That is where AI starts to
come in.”
With AI, the operator would have
the ability to look inside the extraction in real time, with sensors that
can detect the differences between
molecular weights as the extraction is going on. “Now the operator can say ‘Hey I am ready to switch
from the terpenes, the volatile compounds, to cannabinoids.’ The machine says ‘Hey it’s time for me to
switch.’ And then it does so automatically. That is the next level of
automation, or what we call AI.”
Joseph said that the AI extraction
process that they are developing is
based on “refraction” technology,
which is a trademarked process that
denotes a combination of the words
“reflection” and “fraction.”
In the process, the operator shoots infrared light into and
through the stream of CO2 and the
oils mixed in it. The operator then
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reads the reflection of that light,
and crunches the numbers to find
out what they are seeing. Fractioning refers to the separation of different molecular weights, such as
fractioning off the terpenes.
“We can use refraction technology to drive the decision as to when
we stop fractioning terpenes, for
example, and start fractioning different cannabinoids and different
molecular weights,” said Joseph.
One advantage of this process
is for the artisanal cannabis manufacturer. Grabbing and controlling specific molecule weights can
make the artisanal cannabis manufacturer more efficient. “This technology gives vision into the equipment while it is operating so the
operator can make smart and efficient decisions to create that artisanal product that they want to do,”
said Joseph.
Getting the AI process to work
will take more time. One issue is understanding the THC molecule in
the CO2 process. “As the density of
the CO2 changes with changes in
pressure, so does the environment
around that THC molecule,” said
Joseph. “It’s not that it is modifying
or changing the molecule itself, but
everything around it is changing. It
looks different because it reflects
light differently. So understanding
what it looks like at different temperatures and pressures is part of
the calibration process we have to
go through in order to implement
this technology.”
He said that they are in the beta
phase of working out details of the
process, and have done trials on
materials at different locations to
prove that the technology works.
Now they have to get the beta
piece of equipment into an operator’s hands, which they expect to
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do sometime later this year. “The
problem with beta is that it takes
a boatload of work to be able to
crunch the numbers we get during the process,” he said. “We are
in this calibration phase where we
have proven it works, but proven it
works over time in different environmental characteristics, like changes in plant material from California
to Maine for instance, are calibration sets that we are looking for. We
need to prove the technology in different environments to be able to
prove that it works consistently no
matter where we put it.”

Deeper Dive into AI?
Is machine learning part of this new
AI processing?
“We don’t have the technology yet,”
said Joseph. “Where the machine
says ‘Hey I did this and here are the
results and now I am going to change
what I do.’ That is a fairly complex process. We are still in the infancy of applying that. But absolutely, that is
the direction we are going with this
technology.”
MacKay said that if you do principal component analysis, and you
do chemometrics, which is a simple part of AI, then yes, the machine can learn. “Machine learning
can work as long as it always sees
the same product. You have to make
sure what your moisture is. You have
to have that information that AI can
use as a functional variable and then
see what happens as it’s impacted.”
He said that the people who are
going to “knock it out of the park”
in extraction technology are the
people who have spent the time
looking at the entire process.
“There are places where they do
not touch the cannabis from the
time it comes in from the truck,
to the time it’s an oil ready to be
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placed in a product,” said MacKay. “It never gets touched. It goes
from one mode to another. It comes
in and comes out the other side. It’s
like Willy Wonka.”
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Cannabinoid Sample Preparation
Increased Accuracy and Time
Savings for HPLC Analysis
Hamilton Company

Demand for Accurate Measurements
In today’s growing cannabis industry, customers and state
regulations demand accurate measurements of active
compounds in cannabis products. The Microlab® 600 Diluter/Dispenser makes measurements more reliable, allows the method to use less consumables, and cuts down
on preparation time.

“My biggest highlights of the
Microlab 600 are improved
throughput, reduced consumables,
and significantly reducing
analyst to analyst variability.”
— Lucas Mason, Aurum Labs

Faster Sample Prep and Less User Variation
with the Microlab 600 Diluter/Dispenser
• Dramatic time savings (reduction in overall
labor and greater throughput)
• Reduced consumable cost
• Virtually eliminates analyst-to-analyst variability
• Inert flow path
Pipettes can be problematic in any laboratory setting.
Common problems include: significant variation between
users, inconsistencies with different solution types, and
performance variation at different elevations. These problems are eliminated with the Microlab 600. The Microlab
600 positive displacement system allows for extremely accurate dilution/dispense volumes on demand. The Microlab 600 can reduce %RSD by more than 50% compared to
hand pipetting methods. See Figure 1.
ML600

Cannabinoid Method Summary

Hand Pipette

7.00%
6.50%
6.00%
5.50%
5.00%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
3.00%
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.00%

CBD-A

THC-A

Cannabinoid %RSD

Figure 1: %RSD testing comparison between the ML600 and
traditional hand pipetting methods for CBD-A and THC-A.
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Ordering Information
Description

Part Number

Microlab 615 Basic Dual Syringe Diluter

ML615-DIL

Microlab 625 Advanced Dual Syringe Diluter

ML625-DIL

Microlab 610 Basic Single Syringe Dispenser

ML610-DIS

Microlab 620 Advanced Single Syringe Dispenser

ML620-DIS

Microlab 615 Basic Dual Syringe Dispenser

ML615-DIS

Microlab 625 Advanced Dual Syringe Dispenser

ML625-DIS

Reduced User-to-User Variation
The Microlab 600 Diluter/Dispenser automates method
steps prone to user variation.
In addition, methods can be saved as favorites for quick
and easy access. The instrument performs all the precision work using high resolution syringe pumps, so it is not
necessary to use a special technique. Once programmed,
the instrument can be handed off to a new user with minimal training and the same results will be obtained when
compared to a more experienced user. The instrument utilizes an encoder that ensures the positioning of the syringe drive mechanism, reducing variations between users, equal or greater than 99% accuracy.

inputting a different solvent volume in the Quickstart or
the Dilution Wizard. These improvements to workflow create significant time savings, freeing up your schedule for
more important tasks.
©2017

Hamilton Company. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are owned and/or registered by Hamilton Company in
the U.S. and/or other countries. Lit. No. L10075 — 08/2017.

Eliminate Expensive Consumables
The Microlab 600 Diluter/Dispenser requires less solution
to attain the correct dilution concentration for a sample,
which means spending less on solvents and reagents. The
instrument remains accurate down to the microliter volume range so the user can get the exact concentration
needed at the exact volume desired. Reduce consumables consumption by 50% or more when using the Microlab 600.

Increase Throughput
Because the Microlab 600 Diluter/Dispenser does not require additional glassware to prepare a sample or standard solutions, the time it takes to prepare solutions and
clean up afterwards is reduced considerably. Making
different dilution concentrations on the fly is as easy as
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Feature

CBD and Horses:
Paving the Path for Future Research
Dr. Kimberly Guay, an Associate Professor at Tarleton State University in Stephenville, Texas, discusses
her on-going research on the effects of cannabidiol (CBD) in horses and other livestock.
Madeline Colli

What enticed you to research the effects of CBD
on horses?
Dr. Kimberly Guay: My area of research details
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evaluating methods of monitoring and improving wellbeing in both companion animals, as well as livestock.
Many of my students were already using CBD to help
ease anxious behavior in their horses. CBD products
for both horses and dogs have been available online for
quite some time, so it seemed like a logical place to start.
Can you tell us more about the science behind your
study (how were the horses selected, how frequently are they given treatment, what dose, how are the
monitored, and so forth)?
Guay: We have multiple ongoing projects: An acute
dose study—which is more controlled in that we use
university horses, dose them once and monitor how
quickly the CBD is detected in their system, as well as
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urrently, little information exists on the calming
and painkilling effects on animals using cannabidiol (CBD). Dr. Kimberly Guay, an Associate
Professor at Tarleton State University in Stephenville,
Texas, is hoping to change that by conducting research
on the effects of CBD on horses and other livestock.
Dr. Guay and her group hope that their future findings
can benefit animals during transport and other times
of stress. Here, Dr. Guay discusses her interest in this
area, some of the current research, and her plans for
the future.
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how long it took to metabolize it. Another single dose study we are performing measures a change of behavior (such as anxious or stereotypic
behavior) after a single dose. We are
researching several daily dose studies that will document any changes
in behavior, immune response, and
stress indices over time. Lastly, we
will be doing several transport studies that will evaluate how CBD (both
single and daily doses) may help mediate the stress of transport.
What form of CBD have you found
to produce the best results?
Guay: Currently, it is too early to tell
what methods deliver the best results.
How were the CBD products
chosen?
Guay: Most CBD companies are
very confident in their products, we
have many who are eager to let us
analyze their products.
Have you done quality control
testing on the products?
Guay: Although it is evident that
there are differences to products
from different origins, we require
the companies to send certificates
of analysis for each batch of product that we use. Also, we only use
one product in one project at a time
so as not to confound the results.
Has the stigma around cannabis
affected your work at all?
Guay: You mean aside from the
jokes? Yes. Primarily, people are
very interested and open to the potential of what CBD can offer, however some of my student workers
have received hang-ups when we
call looking for potential subject
horses for studies.
What results has your research revealed so far?
Guay: Unfortunately, it is still too
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early to tell. We do anticipate
releasing our initial findings in
early 2021.

I hope to gain
insight as to if, and
how, cannabinoids
and industrial hemp
may be utilized to
increase human and
animal well-being.
Do you think that CBD has the
same effect on animals as it does
on humans? Does that imply that
animals also have an endocannabinoid system?
Guay: Most animals have an endocannabinoid system, where all of
the receptors are still unknown. I
expect much research to be seen in
the near future that will verify and
document similarities and unique
differences of cannabinoid receptors in various species.
How will your research affect future CBD studies with animals?
Guay: Firstly, I hope to gain insight
as to if, and how, cannabinoids and
industrial hemp may be utilized to
increase human and animal wellbeing. Then with my work, provide
other researchers direction to focus
on further studies.

very interested in the potential benefits of cannabinoids in wild-captive animals.
For more interviews with cannabis industry thought leaders please
visit: www.cannabissciencetech.com/
cannabis-voices.
Recent topics include:
• The 2020 ElSohly Award Winners
interview series, featuring:
- Dr. Justin Fischedick
- Dr. Jacqueline von Salm
- Jiries Meehan-Atrash
- Dr. Markus Roggen
- Dr. Sang-Hyuck Park
• How to Distinguish Between
Hemp and Cannabis Plants
Using Raman Spectroscopy
• Low Oxygen: A New Method
for Cannabis Cultivation
• How to Find Safe and
Reliable CBD Products
• The Emerald Conference and
More with Emerald Scientific
• The Science Behind the
Emerald Conference
• Talking Extraction: ContinuousFlow Extraction, Quality Control,
Challenges, and More
• 2020 Medical Cannabis: What
Does the New Year Hold?
• Metabolomics: The Next Step in
Personalized Cannabis Medicine
If you or a friend or colleague are
doing interesting work in the cannabis
industry and would like to be considered for an interview, please contact
Cannabis Science and Technology's
Editor-in-Chief, Meg L'Heureux, at
mlheureux@mjhlifescineces.com.

What are the next steps in your
CBD research? Do you plan to
study any other cannabinoids as
treatment options for animals?
Guay: Yes, we have multiple projects in the pipeline, but we are also
planning to work with multiple species—not just horses. There is potential for work in transport and
weaning stress in livestock species
such as pigs and cattle. I am also
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Cannabis Crossroads

Early Cannabis Science Industry
Pioneers Share Their Stories, Challenges,
Advice, and Lessons Learned
Here, we interview two individuals that made a significant impact moving cannabis science forward.
Dr. Scott Kuzdzal of Shimadzu Scientific Instruments and Melissa Fauth of Fritsch USA Milling are early
pioneers that helped their companies become successful in the new cannabis market fraught with
stigma, misunderstanding, and criticism. In this article, they share their stories, challenges, and lessons
learned, but also offer advice to those looking for success in a complex market.

You are recognized by many as a
pioneer in the cannabis science industry. Can you please share the
story of how you first got involved
in cannabis science?
Melissa Fauth: Thank you, being
connected to contributing to the cannabis industry has been a personal
privilege and unique business opportunity for me. About six years ago, I
had begun researching the medicine
and scientific momentum in key areas of the US and world. Making connections with several researchers and
industry leaders allowed me to learn
more. These discussions led to sharing of important goals, challenges,
and solutions that would be meaningful contributions to their work. These
professionals were tasked with increasing demand for high quality
analysis and processing techniques,
but were met with a lack of resources to prepare the materials up stream.
Working with these folks to identify the most ideal sample preparation
instruments through Fritsch led me
to find Shimadzu, where I connected
with Scott Kuzdzal and was later introduced to you, Josh.
Scott Kuzdzal: In short, it was a
team effort. Two expert salespeople
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at Shimadzu, Paul Winkler and Will
Bankert, were selling analytical solutions to cannabis quality control
(QC) laboratories and they invited
marketing managers to visit laboratories, dispensaries, and grow operations in Oregon. We had an epiphany while visiting Ken Kovash’s (GI
GROW) cultivation site and learning about his personalized cannabinomics approach. Our marketing
department worked expeditiously to develop materials to support
their efforts. We also worked to
standardize our product offerings
and even simplify interfaces. Our
Shimadzu North American Innovation Center and LC Product Group
developed the Cannabis Analyzer for Potency to streamline potency analysis. Dr. Bob Clifford applied
his expertise in food and consumer markets to guide our efforts,
and Maureen Quaranta’s team (our
MARCOM Group) created a very
strong web and trade show presence in the cannabis market. It has
also been tremendously rewarding
working with the Cannabis Science
Conference as a founding sponsor
and exhibitor to identify new applications opportunities and learn different perspectives on the market.
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Looking back, there must have
been many obstacles and criticisms that you faced for working in
a stigmatized and misunderstood
market. What challenges did you
face and how did you overcome
them? What inspired you to keep
moving forward?
Fauth: While many faced obstacles within their organizations, our
German parent company owners
were supportive. They were open
and willing to consider how our 100
years of experience could contribute to the industry. They trusted in
the initiative to support science and
education through the Cannabis
Science Conference and the leadership behind it. As a newly launched
US operation, our budget was limited but we took a leap because of
the belief and advocacy of this new
conference to connect the world.
The true challenge was the nature
of the cannabis material itself. The
restrictive nature of cannabis created an inability to perform our internal proof of concept testing, which
is done as part of everyday business
in the global laboratory. Fritsch Milling and Sizing works extensively- in
all industries—with just about any
tangible material. Although we had
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experience in food, pharma, agriculture, and US Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) laboratories, the attributes of this plant were truly unique and behaved
differently. We had to gain the practical, hands-on experience with our instruments in laboratories and cannabis processing operations. To overcome these challenges, we became creative, developed partnerships,
and tested new methods and engineering in the field.
In these months and subsequent years to follow, our
commitment to cannabis-specific instrument optimizations and continuous improvement has been solidified.
Those we have met fuel what we learn through scientific
approach in this collaborative, energizing society. I can
remember being mesmerized by Dr. Dedi Meiri and his
genetic research discussions and then by Tracy Ryan, a
mom and pioneer in pediatric cannabis advocacy, and
her sweet little girl Sophie—who was excited to show
me her blinking shoes as she danced—and so many
more. You don’t forget these moments, these real-life
stories of strength and determination. The passion for
advocacy grows with each new relationship, each personal story of triumph, hardship, overcoming obstacles,
and with seeing dedication of those who strive to bring
health, wellness, comfort, compassion, and a cure to
those most in need. When you can connect with, feel,
and see the impact that a business operation can contribute to others—through its strengths—it provides an
opportunity for everyone to win and to do it together.
It’s doing the right thing, for the right reason, with the
right people.
Kuzdzal: There was no shortage of obstacles. The stigma around cannabis was much greater a decade ago,
and we had an extremely difficult time developing new
applications and refining our products because of the
Class I status of cannabis on the Federal Controlled
Substances Act. We really had to focus efforts regionally, but share developments globally. Also, cannabis science was a new field that touched on everything from
life science, nutraceuticals, food and beverage, clinical,
and environmental markets. As such it required much
more collaboration and sharing than other emerging markets. There are a lot of companies overselling
the capabilities of their products into cannabis science markets, and I believe many of these companies
are misleading their customers with deceptive marketing tactics. At Shimadzu we have a much larger portfolio of instruments and we work tirelessly to ensure that
our methods are accurate and reliable, and that these
methods will make our customers successful.
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I am inspired and motivated by
cannabis patients. Sophie Ryan,
Rylie Maedler, and many, many others have a very special blend of
courage and enthusiasm. It is a true
honor to know them, as well as to
know that laboratory testing and
cannabis research ultimately helps
all patients.
What advice do you have for others who are still trying to either
position their products in the cannabis science market or are struggling to be successful in doing so?
Fauth: You have to be all in, immersed in learning, understanding,
committed, and striving to make a
difference because it’s part of your
mission. There are plenty of companies that will put a label or sticker
on their product for industry marketing purposes, but don’t invest
in or become connected to making discoveries and advances within it. The sincerity and mission that
you follow in this industry are valued when you can deliver beneficial solutions to improve the work
of others. Your work, experience,
and success will be driven by and
connected to all those that you
support and reflected by their success with your contributions. Stigma and misinformation still exist,
but it’s up to you to educate and
drive the advocacy required to advance the resources available to industry professionals.
Kuzdzal: Do not focus on the stigma, focus on the fact that you are
helping improve the quality of
products available to consumers
and patients. Take the time to get
connected to the amazing people in the cannabis industry—people like Dr. Sue Sisley, Tracy Ryan,
“Amazon” John Easterling, Dr. Dedi
Meiri, Dr. Ethan Russo, Reggie
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Gaudino, Stormy Simon, Bibiana
Rojas, Carrie Kirk, Janie Maedler,
Ken Kovash, Melissa Fauth, and
Jack Henion. Their hearts are in the
right place and they have so much
experience to share. Also, be patient. If you are in the cannabis industry to make millions of dollars
overnight, I wish you luck. Like any
industry, fortune favors those with
experience, dedication, and drive;
those who are willing to overcome
setback after setback yet keep
moving forward.
Can you share one or two lessons
learned along the path to becoming a leader in the cannabis science
market?
Fauth: Although it hasn’t been easy,
the effort and challenge have been
worth it. Mistakes and failures are
OK . . . they are hard to experience,
but are essential to success. My
journey has been, and still is, winding along this path with many folks
alongside me. In the end, people
make all the difference.
Kuzdzal: I have learned that cannabis science is still in its infancy and
cannabis and hemp markets will
grow exponentially over the coming years. It is encouraging to see
new academic programs devoted
to medical cannabis and I believe
many incredible breakthroughs lie
ahead. Many students training in
cannabis science will shape the future of medicine, so please take
some time to share your knowledge and experiences with these
students. I have also learned that
there is a need to move away from
“one size fits all” pharmaceutical
approaches to more natural, whole
plant medicine approaches. We
have far too many synthetics in our
lives and it is simply time to get
back to nature.
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Back to the Root—The Role of Botany
and Plant Physiology in Cannabis
Testing, Part II: Plant-Pesticide
Interactions and Plant Defense
This article is the second installment of “Back to the Root,” which seeks to explore the effects of
plant physiology on topics related to cannabis testing. The term “pesticide” is a broad umbrella that
encompasses any substance used to control unwanted or detrimental organisms including plants,
insects, and microbes. In an attempt to elucidate the botanical side of plant-pesticide interactions,
this article discusses the ways in which chemical pesticides interact with plant physiology, in
particular native defense systems. It also draws comparisons between the chemical similarities and
differences of synthetic and biologically sourced pesticides (biopesticides). Finally, it explores the
unique botanical issues of pesticide interactions in cannabis, a plant with a plethora of novel, poorly
understood phytochemicals.

T

he word pesticide is a broad term that refers to
any substance used to control pests, pathogens,
or weeds. Pesticides can be defined by the pest
that they control (that is, herbicide, fungicide, insecticide, and so on), their chemical structure (organic versus inorganic), their method of action (systemic versus
contact), or their source (synthetic versus biological).
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“Pesticide” can also refer to biological controls such as
predatory insects or bacteria that attack a pest organism. For the purposes of this article, which seeks to explore the role that physiology plays in plant-pesticide
interactions we will focus on systemic, chemical pesticides, which function by entering plant tissues rather than contact pesticides that interact with the target
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organism directly. As we will discuss in more detail later on, the fact
that systemic pesticides enter plant
tissues has important implications
for pesticide residue analysis.
In the part I of the “Back to the
Root” article series (1), we began
with a brief overview of the plant vascular system so that we could discuss the mechanics of plant heavy
metal uptake. As a quick reminder,
plants have a two-part vascular system that consists of the xylem, which
transports water and dissolved minerals from roots to shoots, and the
phloem, which transports photosynthates from where they are produced
to where they are consumed, commonly referred to as “source to sink”
movement. The phloem is also the
primary transport system for phloemmobile nutrients and signaling molecules related to defense responses
(2,3). Some important distinctions between these two systems are that the
xylem is a one-way system consisting of cells that are dead at maturity,
while the phloem has specialized living cells and can transport substances in both directions. We will talk in
more detail about the phloem and
how it functions shortly, as it relates
to the movement of systemic pesticides within plant tissues.

Pesticide Uptake
When considering how pesticides
might enter plant tissues, and which
system will transport them, it is important to consider the water solubility of the compound in question.
Generally speaking, compounds that
are more water soluble will translocate (move through plant tissues) via
the transpiration stream in the xylem.
On the other hand, less water soluble compounds will enter the assimilation stream and translocate in the
phloem. Because the transpiration
stream requires the tiny pores in the
leaf surface, called stomata, to be
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open, application is best done during the day when plants are photosynthesizing to maximize uptake. In
the past, water-soluble systemic pesticides were applied to the soil or root
zone in the form of liquids or granules, which makes logical sense because the xylem is a one-way system
that moves from roots to shoots. The
use of liquid and granular xylem-mobile systemic pesticides used to be
more common, however environmental concerns and pest resistance have
led to a transition to seed-coating as
the primary mode of application (4).
Foliar application of systemic pesticides is usually reserved for compounds that translocate via the phloem. Outdoor cannabis grows might
want to be particularly wary of neighbors that are applying systemic pesticides to foliage because there is
potential for spray drift and contamination. Phloem-systemic pesticides
can also be applied to the root zone
because the phloem is an adaptive
multidirectional system. This also
means that soil contamination of
phloem-mobile systemic pesticides
can be a potential source of unintentional pesticide uptake. While root
uptake of phloem-mobile systemic
pesticides is a possible topic of discussion, for the sake of brevity and to
avoid repetition of information, this
article will focus on systemic pesticides that are applied to foliage.

Phloem Transport
In order for the phloem to transport
compounds long distances through
the plant body, the system needs to
create an energetic force that is sufficient for passive transport, much
like the xylem. However, the phloem uses pressure to drive the movement of molecules rather than creating a vacuum effect the way that the
xylem does. The most widely accepted explanation for how plants create this pressure in the phloem is the
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pressure-flow hypothesis (2). Essentially, osmosis is used to create a pressure gradient that causes sugar molecules to flow passively from source
to sink. Cells at the source load sugar
molecules into the phloem increasing
the internal concentration. This causes water to flow passively (via osmosis) into the phloem at the source, increasing the internal pressure. At the
other end, sugar molecules are removed from the phloem at the sink,
decreasing the internal concentration. This results in a decrease in internal pressure as water flows out of
the phloem at the sink. This movement of water into the phloem at the
source and out at the sink creates a
pressure gradient in the phloem that
runs from source to sink. As the phloem sap flows down this pressure gradient it transports the sugar molecules passively from areas of high
concentration (source) to areas of low
concentration (sink).
It can be confusing to think about
the phloem in terms of source and
sink, but there is a reason why we can’t
use more specific, concrete terms.
This general terminology is used because the source and the sink are not
static locations; they change depending on the needs of the plant. Sometimes the source might be photosynthesizing leaves, while at other times
it might be the roots, say when a plant
needs to access carbohydrates that
have been stored for a metaphorical
rainy day. The same goes for the sink,
which might be the roots sometimes
or at other times new, actively growing leaves and stems. The very multidirectional nature of the phloem is
driven by the fact that the source and
sink are relative and can change.
The phloem of flowering plants, including cannabis, is composed of
unique cell types that facilitate the
movement of photosynthates and
signaling molecules. These cells,
called sieve-tube elements, are
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unique because they are alive but
have undergone selective breakdown once they reach maturity. What
this means is that they are living cells
that have lost many of the functional
parts, or organelles, commonly found
in a cell. If you think of a generic cell,
it will contain a variety of organelles
and a nucleus suspended in a cellular matrix called the cytoplasm. Sievetube elements have lost their nucleus, the “brain” of the cell, along with
most other organelles. The remaining
organelles are suspended in the cytoplasm, which has been squished to
the sides of the cell, forming a layer
over the plasma membrane, leaving
most of the cell empty so it can act
as a transport tube. Specialized structures with large pores called sieveplates connect the cytoplasm of adjacent sieve-tube elements, which are
stacked into systems of sieve tubes,
end to end.
So, how does an essentially “mindless” cell control the amount of sugar that enters it to create the driving
osmotic gradient, maintain the requisite amount of turgor pressure, and
regulate the assimilation stream? Fortunately, sieve-tube elements are
not left to manage this complex task
alone; specialized cells, called companion cells, are closely associated with sieve-tube elements. In fact,
companion cells form from the same
mother cell as the sieve-tube element
during cellular differentiation. You can
think of them as cellular twins that are
decidedly not identical. Because they
differentiate from the same mother
cell they are highly connected to one
another via a highway of cytoplasmic
threads, called plasmodesmata (2).
These threads are located in the companion cell and connect to pores in
the sieve-tube element (2). The companion cell uses this connection to act
as the control center and “life-support
system” of the sieve-tube element (2).
The fact that companion cells are very
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similar in structure to secretory cells
is evidence that supports their role as
sieve-tube element caretakers.
Thinking back to how the phloem
functions to move sugar molecules
from source to sink, there is something important I would like to emphasize about the phloem tissue. It
is alive. This may seem insignificant
but by its very nature, to function the
way that it does, the phloem tissues
must be alive. In the case of the xylem where the plant is using a vacuum
effect to draw water into and up the
plant, living cells wouldn’t add any
benefit and in fact would be a hinderance to the process. But because the
phloem needs to be able to change
the source and the sink to meet the
plant’s metabolic needs, it needs a
selectively permeable membrane
that will allow it to actively pump
sugar into the sieve-tube elements
against a concentration gradient and
keep it there. Living cells are, by definition, enclosed by a plasma membrane, which is selectively permeable
thus fulfilling a critical criterion that allows the phloem to function.

Pesticide Uptake Challenges
Once a phloem-travelling systemic pesticide has been applied to the
leaf surface, it must make its way into
the plant and through the leaf tissue to reach the phloem. Leaf surfaces, including the stomatal chamber, are coated in a waxy substance
called the cuticle, which helps protect the plant from desiccation. The
cuticle consists of an insoluble membrane of polymers, usually cutin a polyester polymer and sometimes cutan
a hydrocarbon polymer, studded with
and covered by soluble wax platelets
(5). Because many pesticides are applied directly to the leaf surface, pesticide-cuticle interactions will determine the ability of a pesticide to
penetrate plant tissues. Further complicating matters, the cuticle tends to
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increase in polarity as you move further into the plant (4). The external cuticle is largely wax-coated, while the
interior cuticle has less wax and more
pectin, a water-soluble compound
you might have experience with if
you’ve ever made jelly. Once a compound enters a plant cell, it is dealing
with an aqueous and therefor highly
polar environment.
Polarity is really best thought of
as a spectrum with a variety of related terms that describe other characteristics related to the polarity of a
compound. A similar parameter that
impacts pesticide permeability is lipophilicity, or how attractive lipids
are to a particular compound. A pesticide that is neutral and lipophilic will
have better cuticle penetration than
either charged or lipophobic (lipid
“fearing”) compounds (6). However, if
the compound is highly lipophilic, it is
more likely to get hung up on the outer layer of the cuticle rather than migrating into the increasingly polar environment of the plant, as would be
desirable in a systemic pesticide (5).
Ideally, the polarity and lipophilicity of the compound should be carefully balanced to optimize pesticide
penetration of plant tissues (5). Compounds that fall in the middle rather
than at either extreme will have the
best uptake and translocation.
Another issue that foliar-applied
pesticides have to contend with is the
physical environment of the leaf surface itself. We’ve talked about potential chemical interactions with the cuticle, but pesticides can also interact
physically with the leaf surface. The
surface of the average leaf is likely to have cuticle protrusions, hairs,
and glandular structures. Cannabis has many of these structures, including glandular stalked trichomes,
embedded resin glands, and nonglandular trichomes (7). These structures can and do prevent compounds
that have high surface tension from
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making adequate contact with the leaf surface, hampering their ability to enter plant tissues and be systemically distributed (5). Adding a separate compound, such as a
surfactant or emulsifier, to pesticides with known high surface tension prior to application can help to mitigate some
of these issues by reducing surface tension.
Another complicating factor for systemic pesticides
is that the qualities that enhance cuticle permeability,
namely moderate lipophilicity and a neutral charge, are
different from those that favor phloem mobility. Phloem
mobility is enhanced when a compound has intermediate lipophilicity and weak acidity (5). This is thought
to be the case because the phloem of many plants is
slightly basic, with the pH for a sampling of species
ranging between 7.2–8.5 (8). Because little is known
about the physiology of cannabis plants, researching
the chemical properties of the phloem, particularly pH,
could be helpful in predicting pesticidal compounds
that are more likely to become phloem-mobile.

Pesticide Research
Researchers of systemic pesticides are already wise to the
value an understanding of plant physiology can provide to
their work. Systemic pesticides must be carefully designed
with plant physiology in mind in order for them to be able
to enter plant tissues and operate effectively. Theoretical
models have been designed that discuss how to enhance
the phloem mobility of a wide range of compounds based
on features that render native plant compounds phloemmobile. In particular, in 1994 Kleier predicted that three
types of chemical modifications would increase the phloem-mobility of pesticidal compounds: conjugation with
a sugar (sweetening), adding an acidic functional group
(souring), and forming quaternary salts from basic parent
compounds (salting) (9). How sweetening a pesticide could
enhance mobility is fairly intuitive since the phloem is the
sugar transport highway of the plant. Adding an acid functional group should enhance phloem mobility because the
phloem is a slightly basic environment. The fact that many
plant signaling molecules have acid functional groups
supports this hypothesis (9). Quaternization will hypothetically lower the pH of a weakly basic compound enough to
render it phloem-mobile (9). One caveat of these modifications is that care should be taken to ensure that they do
not deactivate the potential pesticide, rendering its mobility a moot point.
One way to potentially circumvent the phloem-mobility hurdle is by producing novel synthetic versions of naturally occurring plant defense compounds. The benefit to this approach is that these compounds should be
chemically similar enough to function as their natural
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counterparts would, allowing them to take advantage of
the native defense response infrastructure of the plant.
Pyrethroids are an example of a group of synthetic compounds that are chemically similar to the known plant defense compound pyrethrin, which is found in chrysanthemums. While pyrethroids are nonsystemic (contact)
pesticides, they are the poster-child for synthetic pesticides based on naturally occurring plant defense compounds, and thus worth mentioning here. Neonicotinoids
are another major class of synthetic pesticides based on
the chemical structure of the naturally occurring plant
defense compound nicotine. Neonicotinoids are an ideal
example because they are phloem-mobile, systemic pesticides. The chemical similarity of neonicotinoids to naturally occurring nicotine renders them sufficiently phloemmobile to be systemically distributed.
Alternatively, instead of using a synthetic molecular analog of a defensive phytochemical, it is possible
to use botanically-sourced phytochemicals as biopesticides. However, unlike synthetic pesticides that are usually composed of 1–2 active ingredients, botanically sourced
pesticides are often complex mixtures of closely related
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secondary metabolites that may or
may not be active compounds (10).
The difficulty of standardizing the active ingredients in botanical biopesticides is another issue that can impact
their efficacy (9). Additionally, many
botanical extracts and oils that might
be used as biopesticides are easily
degraded by oxidation or polymerization reactions (10). Botanical biopesticides also tend to be highly volatile
as well as sensitive to light, changes in temperature, and air exposure
(10). This makes them difficult to store
while maintaining their efficacy. Still
their use has been increasing significantly over the last decade, making
further research to improve them potentially lucrative (10).
As the use of botanical biopesticides
continues to grow, more researchers
are beginning to see the value in understanding native plant defense systems
because they can serve as a source for
novel compounds or even just enhance
our understanding of how known biopesticides operate. When considering
plant defense responses there are two
primary categories: induced defenses, which occur in response to a stimuli
that indicates a threat, and constitutive
defenses, which are always present regardless of attack (3,10). For example, a
tobacco plant constantly produces nicotine, making it a constitutive defense
compound. Induced responses, that
occur in response to a stimulus such as
wounding from an insect or herbivore,
were originally thought to always be
systemic, but more recent research has
shown that they can also be localized (3).

Understanding the Plant
Vascular System and Pesticides
Having explored how the phloem
functions, the chemical and physical
barriers that pesticides face in entering plant tissues, and the issues surrounding phloem-mobility of systemic pesticides, there is an elephant in
the living room we have yet to touch
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on. That of the connectivity, or lack
thereof, of the plant vascular system.
Plant physiologists have long understood that the plant vascular system is
not a simple connected highway, but
rather a mosaic of connectivity (3,11).
Plants are best thought of in terms of
integrated physiological units (IPUs)
that have a range of connectivity to
other units depending on their relative positions (11). Units that are directly connected to one another will
have the highest level of exchange
through the vascular system, while
units that are not directly connected but adjacent will have intermediate exchange, and units that are opposite will have limited exchange (11).
To better understand what is meant
by “adjacent” and “opposite” and to
help you visualize this concept, imagine that each finger on your right hand
is a unit. Let’s say that every other finger is directly connected (your thumb,
middle, and pinky all share direct vascular connections). You have the highest level of exchange between these
fingers because they are directly connected units. Your thumb is adjacent
to your index finger, meaning they
are not directly connected but they
are close enough to have an intermediate level of exchange. Now look at
your left hand and all of its fingers and
the same system of direct and adjacent applies to those fingers. However, the fingers on your left hand will
have limited connectivity to the fingers on your right hand because they
are opposite, lacking either a direct
connection or connection by being in
the immediate vicinity. This is just an
example to help you picture the complexity of plant vascular connections,
not an actual representation of any
specific connectivity pattern.
The implications of this complexity
are staggering. Not only do we have
units that interact to varying degrees
laterally, but these units also span the
plant body vertically, from roots to the
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shoots (11). This means that the fate of
a particular shoot unit will determine
the fate of specific roots that are part
of the same unit; if the shoot portion
of a unit dies back, the roots that are
connected will also die back. Further,
patterns of vascular connectivity are
species dependent and change over
the course of a plant’s development
(11). Initially, the whole plant is a single
unit, but as it ages it will slowly segregate into a mosaic of units with varying connectivity. The take-away is
that understanding the vascular connectivity of a plant is critical to predict
the movement of compounds.
Another factor to consider is that
unlike animals, which will develop
to a particular stage and then stop,
plants live in a state of perpetual
growth. This means that different regions within the same plant are at different developmental stages at any
given time. A good rule of thumb that
growers likely already know is that the
youngest parts of the plant, called
meristems by botanists, are located
at the ends of branches or roots getting increasingly older as you travel
inward towards the main plant body.
To the best of my knowledge, at
this time no research has been done
to investigate the vascular connectivity patterns of any member of the genus Cannabis. This is a crucial knowledge gap that if remedied could
be very helpful in illuminating how
compounds translocate in cannabis plants. Further, different chemotypes (that is, high cannabidiol [CBD],
high tetrahydrocannabinol [THC], fiber producing, and so on) should be investigated independently, as though
they are unique species until the relationships between Cannabis members are better understood. In addition to chemotype, developmental
stage is another important variable
that is of critical importance to our
understanding of how compounds
translocate in Cannabis members. If
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vascular connectivity changes as a
plant matures, then applying a pesticide at different growth stages
could impact the degree of translocation. This also has unknown implications for translocation of pesticides when cloning cannabis plants.
Because clones are sourced from
a young portion of the plant, the
clone will be in a different developmental stage than the rest of the
plant and therefor have a different
degree of vascular connectivity.

Pesticide Residue
Analysis in Cannabis
In addition to being highly complex in terms of physiological anatomy, cannabis plants are chemically complex as well. They have a
plethora of secondary metabolic
compounds including flavonoids,
terpenes, and of course cannabinoids (6). Earlier we discussed the
challenges specific to formulating a phloem-translocated systemic pesticide. How formulators navigate these challenges will also have
implications for pesticide residue
analysis by analytical testing laboratories. Many of the compounds
that are used as systemic pesticides are chemical analogs of defensive phytochemicals, while others are designed to have particular
attributes or functional groups that
enhance their mobility in the phloem. What this means is that many
systemic pesticides will be chemically similar to secondary metabolites naturally occurring in plant
tissues. This has serious implications for pesticide residue analysis, especially in a chemically complex plant such as cannabis, that
relies on understanding the chemical qualities of a sample to extract,
segregate, and quantify analytes.
In particular, cannabinoids and terpenes are both hydrophobic molecules, which means that they are
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extracted by the same solvents
used to extract many pesticide residues (12). When a molecule that is
chemically similar to an analyte is
extracted it can cause interference,
making it difficult to quantify the
target analyte.
Further, pesticide residue analysis
in cannabis requires that samples be
homogenized thoroughly enough to
rupture cells (12). This is necessary
because certain systemic pesticides
will be contained within the phloem
and thus contained within cells that
are bound by a selectively permeable membrane. This means that any
other phytochemicals that are present in the sample will be released
during homogenization including
chlorophyll, another known interfering compound. The implication
is that pesticide residue analysis in
cannabis is inherently messy for two
main reasons:
• because the analytes are
chemically similar to many of the
compounds that are naturally
occurring in cannabis plants; and
• the process of preparing
cannabis samples for analysis
necessitates the release of
interfering compounds.
These interfering compounds have
long been a headache for scientists
trying to analyze cannabis for pesticide residues. A thorough discussion of the varied issues that can occur during cannabis pesticide residue
analysis and the ways that they can
be mitigated is better left to analytical chemists, but it is my hope that
a better understanding of the physiological aspects of cannabis plants will
help these analysts in their research.

discussion will include a deeper dive
into plant defense systems, as many
terpenes are defensive compounds.
It will also give an overview of synthesis pathways, along with some of the
genetic and environmental factors
that stimulate terpene production.
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Conclusion
In the next installment of this series,
we will focus on a specific subset of
these interfering compounds, one
that the industry has become increasingly interested in: terpenes. The
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Could Automation Be the Next Big
Boon to Cannabis Production?
The advent of robotics and technology is benefitting many industries and market segments—
including cannabis production. With the rise of cannabis production and its demand, production
efficiency will gain importance. Robots are widely used in most production environments. For the
cannabis industry, robots and other automation systems serve to lower costs, increase production,
and build profitability early in the emergence of cannabis growth, harvest, and the logistics of
delivering product to market.

I

n Ontario, Canada, test and experimentation is underway to cultivate cannabis—not only with human
beings—but with robots. Such demonstration of the
utility of robots and automation for cannabis, may be a
longer-term harbinger of things to come in the cultivation of cannabis.
The wide terrain of agriculture lends itself not only to robotics, but to other facets of automation. Drones are widely used in agriculture. Robots are gaining ground quickly
as they allow growers and harvesters to perform work that
would otherwise be performed by human beings. But what
about cannabis production?
The cannabis industry may be an early adopter, but expect to see more automation systems being used as the
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cannabis footprint takes hold in the commerce of the US
and the world.
Specifically, for the cannabis industry, robots and other
automation systems serve to lower costs, increase production, and build profitability early in the emergence of cannabis growth, harvest, and the logistics of delivering product to market.
“We have already seen how dramatically it can improve
processes in extraction,” says Andy Rodosevich, CEO
of Hemp Depot based in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
“Three years ago, to go from raw hemp material to CBD oil
in a bottle was an entirely manual process. Thanks to automation advancements, this process is now near entirely turnkey, saving hundreds of labor hours and resulting in
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a more consistent product. The more
automation can streamline processes
as it has for extraction, the more competitive cannabis pricing will become.”

Consistency and Efficiency
Automation will enable growers to
scale as demand increases in the future. As growers advance, they’ll be
able to allocate more capital to automation and boost their capability
and efficiency. This will also help small
growers as they are able to automate,
to keep pace with larger growers, and
compete. It’s likely that more growers
will consolidate, and through acquisition may be better positioned in the
future to employ economies of scale
and push production costs lower.
Specifically,
automation
enables growers to displace laborious
tasks such as irrigation and fertilization—otherwise accomplished manually. It will allow employees typically burdened with such work, to focus
their efforts elsewhere in the production chain and allow the grower to be
more productive and efficient. Automation is more likely to displace jobs,
than replace them.
Ryan Douglas, the founder of Ryan
Douglas Cultivation LLC, a cannabis
consulting firm, explains that we can
expect to see automation incorporated into labor-intensive daily activities
such as fertilizer preparation, irrigation,
and pesticide applications. He also
thinks that less frequent, but still timeconsuming tasks such as soil mixing,
pot filling, and plant transportation
can be automated to help decrease labor costs and increase precision.
Automation will be the cannabis
grower’s best option for remaining
competitive and profitable in an industry that is sure to face price compression in the future, Douglas added.
“Once a cannabis operation reaches
one acre in size, the business should
consider automating,” said Douglas.
“Facilities smaller than one acre can
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exist successfully as a manual operation, but employees will spend a lot
of time hand watering, opening and
closing vents, and moving plants. For
operations larger than one acre, it will
be absolutely necessary to automate
the cultivation process to remain profitable on a commercial scale.”

Early Adoption: Short-Term
and Long-Term Benefits
For cannabis producers, technology
adoption is still early. But automationrelated technology should help them
make great gains in their productivity.
We should expect to see such gains in
the short-term, as it helps with immediate concerns such as pests, insect,
and fungus control. And we can also
expect to see automation aid growers
in using specific fertilizers and agents
to help control such problems.
An Achilles heel to the cannabis grower is combatting the menace of insects and the detrimental
effects of fungicide and other agricultural disease. With more automation,
crop treatment may be administered
promptly and at scale. This, subsequently, should aid the overall quality
of a crop with a fixed allocation of labor. Early adoption of automation will
allow most growers—both large and
small—to benefit from a better crop
early on, helping them establish themselves as growers, and remaining in a
strong position as the market demand
for cannabis continues to mature. Early adoption of automation helps them
get there faster, bringing benefit in the
short-term and the long-term.

43

it helps streamline growing that ordinarily takes a lifetime of learning lessons to perfect.
Rodosevich explained that we
have been perfecting corn farming
and harvesting for hundreds of years.
We have highly automated farming
equipment that can run entirely unmanned. But for hemp farming much
automated equipment is in development, or yet to be developed.
In Canada, the Cannabis Act of
2018 created an austere legal framework for controlling the production,
distribution, sale, and possession of
cannabis across Canada. Consultant
PwC of Canada, aptly states the future of Canadian cannabis production (1): “Where there is opportunity
there is also uncertainty. Disruption in
the sector is a question of when, not
if, as existing companies grow, large
adjacent players may enter, and the
regulatory environment continues to
evolve. If you are a cannabis company,
an investor or potential investor, you
know there are considerable issues
and challenges rapidly approaching.”
The same holds true for US growers,
and automation is a tool expected
to help meet such challenges and issues in the months and years to come.
Let’s hope that automation is a tool
that will help them prosper and help a
new and lucrative industry take shape.
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The Road Ahead
Cannabis cultivation is new and emergent. It is a new, exciting, and dynamic
sector of the agricultural economy. It
is driven by many smaller farms seeking to grow their businesses and harvests. As they overcome challenges,
and learn productivity tactics, automation is expected to help. In a sense,
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Three Ways Cannabis Can Correct
Its Trajectory Toward Sustainability
As cannabis grows in popularity nationwide, the entire industry will face increasing scrutiny from
consumers, investors, and regulators. For the industry to build a long-term reputation of accessibility,
legitimacy, and sustainability, it will need to address several core operational areas: energy efficiency,
plastic use, and wastewater.
Corinne Wilder

A

s cannabis continues to
grow in popularity—and as
legalization sweeps more
and more states around the country—so too will scrutiny of the entire industry by a wider and more
global audience. As the larger market deepens its education on the
benefits, use, and cultivation of
cannabis, there will be more opportunities for consumers, educators, industry experts, and novices alike to form their own opinions.
While cannabis cultivation can be
traced back centuries using many
techniques, its recent legalization
at the state level has done little to
correct inefficient and unsustainable practices that have been carried over from the illegal market.
Those practices have given pause
to regulators and state officials
who oversee the standards and
code-creation beginning to take
shape across the industry.
As more legislation forms in energy, water, and waste, I invite cannabis companies to proactively steer
toward more sustainable and ecologically focused mindsets now.
Doing this will not only put companies ahead of the regulatory curve
and improve operating cost structures, it will also set a valuable industry example and provide tangible environmental benefits at scale.
There are three core operational
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areas already surfacing that could
impede the industry’s trajectory
toward global legitimacy and sustainability. These are areas, as detailed below, that we must immediately address to avoid a significant
hit to our reputation now and in
the future.

Energy Efficiency
In a report released by New Frontier Data, electricity demand for cannabis cultivation in the US alone will
increase 162% from 2017 to 2022 as
more states come online and as operations scale (1). Identifying operational areas to create energy efficiency is one of the first steps that
cannabis cultivation companies can
take on the path to sustainability. Energy efficiency is mired in false claims
and incomplete data, in some cases leading to issues like plant health
degradation and crop loss. The key
is to understand that cultivation environments are independent ecosystems. They must be managed holistically and require a delicate balance
between lighting, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC),
dehumidification, air exchange, feed
rates, and more.
A cultivation operation’s energy
demand largely comes from its lighting and HVAC systems, but there are
many other systems that use energy as
well, including extra dehumidification,

www.CannabisScienceTech.com

fans, operational overhead and—if
your facility has processing operations—extraction or manufacturing
equipment. Of the many systems involved, lighting has long been considered the “low-hanging fruit” when
it comes to opportunities for energy
efficiency improvements.
In a study conducted by Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD), Amplified Farms underwent a high-pressure sodium (HPS)
versus light-emitting diode (LED)
trial in which all systems were monitored over time together for two
turns (rounds) (2). As illustrated in
Figure 1, systems can be harmonized to improve efficiency gains—
up to 25% savings overall in this
trial—with each new cycle when cultivators understand how individual
operational components interact as
part of an entire ecosystem.
There are several organizations
collecting energy efficiency data
and providing the detail necessary
to understand the impact to the
full system. One such company is
the Resource Innovation Institute,
which just published its detail-rich
“Best Practices Guides” for both
LED lighting and HVAC in cannabis
cultivation (3).
Cultivation facilities must also
factor in regulatory requirements
taking shape in some states. Massachusetts and Illinois have adopted
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Figure 1: Total energy consumption and end-use breakdown during monitored flowering cycles. Cooling and dehumidification and electric reheat values are weather-normalized. Reprinted with permission from SMUD and Amplfied Farms.

legislation that mandates cannabis facilities average 36 W/sq. ft. of
lighting load over canopy, and the
Massachusetts code references the
Design Lights Consortium’s (DLC)
Qualified Products List for horticultural lighting fixtures (4). Other states—as well as Canada—are
considering similar aggressive energy codes. Part of this can be attributed to the setting of the United
Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (UNSDG) as well as states’
own goals for energy efficiency or
renewable energy.

Nutrient and Pesticide Runoff
Eutrophication is an all-encompassing agricultural by-product and by
no means applies only to the cannabis industry. But cannabis’s rapid
penetration into new markets and
states presents a significant threat
to surface water systems.
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At last year’s EarthxOcean conference, I was introduced to “Breakpoint: Reckoning with America’s
Environmental Conference,” by Jeremy Jackson, Professor Emeritus at
the Scripps Institute for Oceanography, and Steve Chapple, author
of the independent column “Intellectual Capital” and visiting scholar
at the Scripps Institute for Oceanography. They wrote that agricultural processes have so inundated
our water systems with nutrient and
pesticide runoff that a dead zone
the size of New Jersey now plagues
the Gulf of Mexico. In the Heartland,
where industrial agriculture is most
prominent, nutrient runoff into Lake
Erie created dead zones that threaten the northern Midwest’s drinking
supply (5).
These are foreshadowings of the
impact cannabis operations at scale
can have on other water systems
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Drain-to-waste, for instance, is one
of the more prevalent issues we encounter at indoor cannabis cultivation facilities, and is one that can’t
be properly curtailed with our current water infrastructure. Existing
water treatment plants have trouble effectively filtering the nitrogenand phosphorus-rich water, and in
some cases the nutrient-laden water
doesn’t even pass through treatment
plants at all. Once it hits rivers, coastal systems, and lakes, it leads to massive algae blooms that clog systems
and kill marine wildlife.
Cultivation facilities can instead
consider adopting reflow or recirculating water systems that can recapture some of the nutrient runoff
rather than direct it down the drain.
However, many systems that currently do this can be quite expensive and
inefficient themselves, and typically do not work well with organic nutrients. Retention ponds are another
potential method for addressing extra nutrient runoff, but these also require the space to set them up. The
Cannabis Research Center at the University of California, Berkeley is starting to conduct studies regarding water use, but it is apparent that much
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more research and attention is needed in this area to understand the holistic impacts and identify more sustainable, eco-friendly practices (6).

Studies have shown
that consumers are
paying more attention
to sustainable
packaging than ever
before, paving the
way for dispensaries
and producers to
explore new marketing
strategies that
promote sustainable
packaging and
drive revenue to
offset the additional
cost of alternative
packaging options.
Plastic
Industry-wide, rampant plastic waste
is a harsh reality that needs to be
confronted now for two reasons:
one practical and one philosophical.
As more states legalize cannabis,
we risk setting a dangerous precedent for plastic use that threatens
to escalate and consume the entire
industry. According to MJBizDaily, one cannabis executive estimated that in Canada’s first year of legalization, the industry generated
more than 10,000 tons of plastic (7).
The industry’s wastefulness is a
slight to those of us who believe in
the eco-consciousness of the cannabis revolution. Cultivating cannabis requires craftsmanship, practiced by people who dedicate their
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careers to becoming experts in biological processes and advocates
for Earth’s ecosystems and environments. For the final product to then
be packaged into a single-use container that will likely end up as microplastics in the world’s oceans
strikes these principles to their core.
According to the CEO of hempbased packaging company Sana
Packaging, more than 1 billion units
of plastic could be wasted every
year in the cannabis industry alone
(8). It’s a nascent problem and one
that will continue to worsen as more
and more states legalize cannabis.
Sana specifically has raised critical
awareness for this issue, supporting organically-grown, local movements like the Regenerative Cannabis Farm Award, hosted every year
by the Portland, Oregon-based
Cultivation Classic (9).
New, innovative, and sustainable packaging—hemp-based biodegradable plastics, for instance—
have emerged as an alternative
to plastic, though they are still
widely considered too expensive to
adopt en masse. Root Pouch’s reusable fabric planters made from recycled ocean plastics and natural
fibers are another solution to plastics used in cultivation, providing
a replacement for single-use grow
pots (10).
Fortunately, consumer behavior
could be the most significant factor in driving industry-wide change.
Studies have shown that consumers
are paying more attention to sustainable packaging than ever before, paving the way for dispensaries and producers to explore new
marketing strategies that promote
sustainable packaging and drive
revenue to offset the additional
cost of alternative packaging options, and ultimately quicken the industry’s shift away from unsustainable plastic use (11).
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Potency Loss in Cannabis Beverages—
Common Causes and Solutions
This article explains the causes of potency loss in infused beverages. The loss can be contributed
from either a chemical or physical route. On the chemical side, oxidation could be expedited due
to large surface area of the emulsion droplet. Oxidation can also be facilitated by certain beverage
base with less control of oxygen during the packaging process. On the physical side, hydrophobic
emulsion droplets tend to stick to hydrophobic packaging materials and lose potency over time,
for example, an aluminum can liner or polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Using examples that are
relevant to the industry, this article explains the root of each issue and then provides best practices
to avert or troubleshoot.

E

mulsion technology has been used in the beverage industry for years. Emulsification, the process
by which hydrophobic substances can be dispersed
throughout a hydrophilic liquid, is commonly used by
product developers to deliver specific flavors or cloudy
appearances to beverages.
For example, to make an orange flavored soda, producers may first make an orange oil emulsion and then infuse
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it into the soda. If the producer also wants to make the
beverage cloudy, to replicate the appearance of fresh
squeezed juice, they could use an emulsion with a bigger
droplet size to get that effect as well.
When emulsion is used to deliver taste and appearance,
expectations and requirements are fairly low. As long as
the beverage tastes good and is generally stable, everyone is happy.
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Emulsion technology is also widely used in the cannabis beverage industry to deliver active cannabinoids.
In this case, much more scrutiny and
thoughtful engineering are required.
Why? Because in cannabis beverages, emulsions are utilized to deliver an active ingredient that can
change a consumer’s consciousness.
This puts an exponentially higher level of scrutiny on the emulsion—the
amount of this active ingredient, its
intensity, and its impact on the consumer must be highly regulated and
remain consistent in order for a product to deliver the intended experience and build long-term trust.
The main challenge for developers
and providers of cannabis emulsions
is retaining stable potency. There are
two major factors that can lead to potency loss—chemical and physical. To
preempt issues and deliver quality, reliable products, we need to understand
these risks and how to overcome them.

Potency Reduction
Because of Chemical Loss
Chemically, the potency of a cannabis
beverage can be negatively impacted by oxidation. Oxidation will cause
a cannabinoid’s chemical structure to
change—for example, if tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is oxidized, it will
transfer into cannabinol (CBN). With
the loss of THC and the accumulation
of CBN—which does not have the
same intoxicating effect—the beverage will not produce the promised results for consumers.
The risk of oxidation can be very
high because after oxygen gets into
water it has a higher solubility in the oil
droplets than in the surrounding water.
Additionally, emulsification breaks up
cannabis oil into billions of tiny droplets, which greatly increases its exposed surface area to oxygen.
Oxidation can also be facilitated
by certain beverage bases containing
metal ions, such as dealcoholized beer
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Figure 1: Polysorbate emulsion sediments
after being infused into red wine.

and wine. In addition, oxidation rate is
directly related to oxygen control during the packaging process. Lowering
the oxygen level from the beverage’s
aqueous base and removing oxygen
at the final bottling step can be beneficial in counteracting this problem.
To anticipate and avoid chemical
potency loss in cannabis beverages,
seamless coordination is required between the emulsion supplier, beverage base formulator, and comanufactures. It is essential for each partner
to have a clear understanding of how
oxidation impacts the beverage’s potency, and of how their work may contribute to this process, to create a reliable and consistent product.

Potency Reduction
Because of Physical Loss
Potency loss in infused beverages
can occur even if the cannabinoid
molecules are not chemically altered.
There are a number of physical obstacles that can create droplet loss—
these are mostly caused by incompatibility with ingredients, thermal
processing, or packaging.
First, let’s take a closer look at ingredient compatibility. To ensure an
adequate shelf life, it is fundamentally
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important that an emulsion does not
have active interaction with the other
beverage ingredients.
A common example of incompatibility between ingredients and emulsions can be seen in the case of infused red wine or pomegranate juice.
These beverages both contain high
levels of polyphenol, a chemical compound found in grape skin. When
polyphenol encounters polysorbate—
a common emulsifier—they will naturally bond and precipitate out, leading
to a loss of potency. To avoid situations
like this, a concerted effort to test beverage ingredients and emulsion ingredients for compatibility is highly recommended (see Figure 1).
Second, thermal processing can also
be a channel for potency loss in cannabis beverages. Thermal processing
usually applies high heat—sometimes
exceeding 250 °F—or high pressure—
sometimes exceeding 80,000 PSI—
to eliminate any living microorganism
within a beverage. When an emulsion
is poorly designed, it may not be able
to survive the rigors of this process. If
the emulsion breaks down, the beverage can lose homogeneity and therefore impact potency and consistency
(see Figure 2).
Third, physical droplet loss can be
exacerbated by packaging material.
Take aluminum cans, for example. To
avoid corrosion or instability caused
by direct contact between the beverage and aluminum, a thin hydrophobic polymer is sprayed onto the
inner side of the can. The unfortunate consequence of this lining is
that it will attract the hydrophobic
oil at the center of emulsion droplets,
causing them to stick to the liner and
drain potency from the beverage
over time. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), the hydrophobic polymer
used to make most plastic bottles,
has the same effect towards emulsion droplets.
To circumvent this issue, cannabis
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expensive to ship. The vast majority
of producers want to use aluminum
cans because of their scalability, lower price point, light weight, and recyclability. To launch a reputable cannabis infused beverage in a can, the
emulsion must be tailored to be compatible with liner material thus ensuring minimum potency change.
Figure 2: Retort sterilizer equipment
designed for cold brew cannabidiol (CBD)
coffee in the aluminum can. Regular retort
condition: 254 °F for 3–5 min. Picture
provided by Bev-Hub.

beverage makers may choose to work
exclusively with glass bottles. Glass
has a hydrophilic surface, which eliminates this kind of droplet attachment. However, glass is heavy and
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Conclusion
Between chemical and physical potency loss, it is clear that beverage
makers have their work cut out for
them in creating an infused product
with potency that is effective, reliable,
and consistent over time.
The most important takeaway when
addressing each of the obstacles outlined in this article is that when it
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comes to cannabis emulsions, one size
does not fit all. Each finished product has its own unique combination of
base ingredient, pasteurization method, and packaging material. It would
be oversimplistic to believe one emulsion could solve all of those challenges. The best approach is to pick the
most suitable emulsion, perform a pilot run, test the stability over time, and
accumulate the data. Scientific data is
the best tool to build trust for this new
cannabis infused product category.

Harold Han is the Founder and CSO
of Vertosa in Oakland, California.
Direct correspondence to: harold@
vertosa.com.
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Azulenes: A Clear Sign of
Cannabis Oil Contamination
As the licensed cannabis market continues to evolve, companies continue to innovate and consumer
demand grows for cutting-edge, best-in-class products. But in this era of rapid progression, there
is an essential factor that production facilities and research and development laboratories should
prioritize: recognizing and avoiding vectors of contamination. Fortunately, there are clear-cut
methods to recognizing the signs of certain types of contamination so companies can minimize risk
and maximize their production of pure, clean cannabis.

W

hile most contaminants of cannabis oil are confirmed only through analytical testing there is
one type of contamination that can be easily identified through visual inspection. Azulenes are a
class of compounds that display an intense blue to green
color and their presence can be easily observed during the distillation of cannabis oil. Careful collection of
the distilled fractions is required to prevent these compounds from contaminating the main cannabinoid fraction. There is little though that can be done to prevent
this “smurf blood” from ruining both the appearance and
the smell of the sesquiterpene or heads fraction. What’s
of even greater concern though is the strong correlation
between the appearance of azulenes and the presence of
Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) isomerization products,
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namely Δ8 -THC and Δ10 -THC, in the distilled cannabinoid
fraction. Δ8 -THC and Δ10 -THC are known to be significantly weaker agonists at the CB1 receptor compared to Δ9THC, so the conversion to these isomers means a less
psychoactive product. However, to understand why azulenes are linked to isomerized THC distillate we first need
to know what exactly these azulene compounds are and
where they are coming from.

What Are Azulenes?
Azulenes are hydrocarbon molecules that have in their
base structure a seven-membered ring fused at two
adjacent carbons to a five-membered ring (see Figure
1). Both of these rings are aromatic and yet the electron density is unequal between these two rings such
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that the seven-membered ring is
relatively more cationic, and the
five-membered ring is more anionic. This means that azulene compounds are both aromatic and at
the same time also polar. This extremely uncommon set of circumstances is the cause for yet another
unique attribute of azulenes: their
intense color, which is a highly unusual attribute for simple aromatic hydrocarbons to possess. The
colors of azulenes, ranging from
deep blues to greens, are determined by the electronic effects of
the substituents that are attached
to the base bicyclic structure (see
Figures 2 and 3). Considering the
intense colors that azulenes produce, even trace amounts of these
oxidized terpenes are quite noticeable when being distilled over.

How Are Azulenes Produced?
Azulenes are created through the dehydrogenation of certain terpenes
that similarly possess a seven-membered, five-membered bicyclic structure. Through the loss of hydrogens,
terpenes such as cedrane, cedrol,
gurjunene, and guaiol will acquire the
aromatically stabilized azulene system (see Figure 4). This reaction typically requires elevated temperatures
plus the presence of an acidic species.
Wet activated carbon, sulfur, residual
acids from clays, as well as many nonneutral ionic species (such as sodium
metabisulfite) are all examples which,
when combined with heating during decarboxylation or distillation of
cannabis oil, create azulenes. These
same contaminants also react with
Δ9-THC to create the aforementioned
isomerization products as well as oxidation products, all of which contribute to a net reduction in the psychoactive potency of the distillate.

Preventing Azulenes
So, how can we prevent these
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Figure 1: Azulene, aromatic and yet
polar.

Figure 3: Blue and green azulene fractions. Photo credit: Joel Reiss of NUG.

Figure 2: Azulene distillate. Photo credit: Illuminated Extractors.
Figure

reactants from wreaking havoc in
our precious products of distillation?
Aside from not introducing them in
the first place, the only other choice is
to remove them prior to any heating
processes. To remove fine solids like
activated carbon and sulfur one must
dissolve the oil in an appropriate polar solvent and then perform gentle
gravity filtration of the solution. For
acids and other dissolved ionic species, the oil can be dissolved in a nonpolar solvent, placed in a separatory
funnel or reactor, and then neutralized by washing first with water, then
with dilute sodium bicarbonate solution, and finally with two more water
washes. Do these steps correctly and
you’ll liberate your distillates from the
oppression of isomerized cannabinoids and gross terpene fractions!

to cannabis oil distillates. But the
silver lining is that they are easy to
notice and address thanks to the
intense blue-green colors that are
produced. After gaining a better
understanding of the causes and
implications of encountering azulenes, one can then identify potential causal agents and take steps
going forward to intervene and remove them before any further damage is caused to future batches.

Matt Finley
is the Chief Chemist for NUG, a vertically integrated California-licensed
cannabis company. NUG operates
the highest volume cannabis extraction facility in California, producing
the majority of concentrates, vapes
and other infused cannabis products
sold in California under the NUG label
and other leading brands. Direct correspondence to: matt@nug.com

Conclusion
There are a multitude of contaminants that when combined with
heat can cause significant damage
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4: Guaiol is converted to

guaiazulene.
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Best Practices for Pesticide
Use in Your Cultivation Facility
Todd Statzer, Director of Environmental Sciences at urban-gro, discusses some best practices for
pesticide use in cannabis cultivation.
Megan L’Heureux

T

he subject of pesticides can be
especially troubling as cultivators
navigate through each state’s list
of banned products, testing requirements, and other stringent laws geared
towards consumer safety. Here Todd
Statzer, the Director of Environmental
Sciences at urban-gro, offers some best
practices and practical tips.

What should people know about the
vaping crisis?
Todd Statzer: We believe the vaping
crisis was caused by the purchase of illicit products. These illegal products are
commonly produced by unregistered
growers, black market growers, and imported to the US. Unregistered growers are producing products that do not
adhere to any kind of regulatory guidelines towards pesticides use. Some of
these pesticides are lethal when used
on cannabis. Safe products can only be
purchased from a registered dispensary that’s procuring their flower or concentrates from registered cultivation facilities that have regular standardized
product testing.
What’s the biggest misconception
regarding pesticides you’ve come
across and how do you address it?
Statzer: Cannabis is very regulated and
there are a very narrow number of products allowed in cannabis depending on
what state you’re operating and in what
stage of plant growth. Simply using the
same pesticides one would use for other crops, such as corn or soybeans, will
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most certainly lead to a recall because
of regulatory testing.
Properly registered cultivators rely on
systems such as integrated pest management (IPM) to deliver the appropriate amount of chemicals at the correct
time. The goal is to apply the chemicals exactly when needed, which avoids
over application, as well as adhering to
the producer’s state regulations.
Additionally, many do not understand
that a cultivator’s IPM program may utilize beneficial insects as a part of the program. Even in the total absence of chemicals, beneficial insects can be predators
that eat a target insect or parasitic (for
example, laying an egg in the host) that
kills the target pest as a food source.
To conclude, the cultivation of cannabis is highly regulated: there are a limited selection of registered pesticides, the
timing applications change from state
to state depending on regulatory testing, as well as using beneficial insects in
combination with the use of pesticides.
By using a true IPM program, cultivators
are using proactive pest controls such as
beneficial insects as well as rotating proactive and reactive chemical applications.
What can cannabis cultivators do to
ensure clean and safe products for
human consumption?
Statzer: Primarily, following state
guidelines, and ensuring compliance
within your state. Additionally, cultivators need to use the best greenhouse practices that utilize cultural controls, mechanical control, and properly
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designed facilities. Each state has different guidelines for their rules and regulations that dictate what can and can’t
be used. For example, some states do
not allow the use of chemicals on flower so therefore cultural and mechanical controls become more important
as well as the use of beneficial insects.
The best way to create the cleanest and
safest products is to follow state guidelines, good greenhouse practices, and
a compliant IPM program.
What role do IPM programs play in
pest control?
Statzer: When thinking about an IPM
program, think about using the tools in
the toolbox. By that, “the tools” include
cultural and mechanical controls, compliant and organic pesticides, beneficial
insects, and best greenhouse practices.
These factors contribute to the success
of an IPM program.
As an example of mechanical and cultural controls, cultivators must pay attention to air sanitization, air circulation,
and plant spacing. For example, when
treating for powdery mildew, if you don’t
have proper air circulation or purification,
or if the plants are too close together
and not pruned properly, the likelihood
of powdery mildew will persist.
Remember the key to success is attention to all systems used for cannabis production.
For the full interview with Todd Statzer,
please visit: www.cannabissciencetech.
com/topic/cannabis-voices.
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